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1   Introduction  

 

One of the first things that foreign students learn when studying Russian is that possession is 

not expressed through a transitive verb à la have in English. The Russian construction is 

completely alien to speakers of English and a plethora of other Indo-European languages: A 

sentence such as I have an apple is translated into Russian as U menja est’ jabloko, which 

literally translates as At me is apple. Unlike in the English sentence, in the Russian one the 

apple is not the direct object in the sentence but the subject, while menja ‘me’ is in the 

genitive case governed by the preposition u meaning at, as in at my place. Literally, the apple 

is at me, where me is just a location marker, whereas in the English sentence it is the active 

participant who is in control of the action of having. 

 

However, one learns later that there is in fact a Russian verb meaning to have, which is imet’. 

It is therefore tempting to construct a sentence such as Ja imeju jabloko, ‘I have an apple’, 

which except for the indefinite article is syntactically identical to the English translation. 

Although one makes oneself understood with this sentence, it is nonetheless strange and does 

not sound like something a Russian would say. But imet’ can still be used in Russian speech, 

mainly when the accusative object is an abstract one, such as meaning or rights. It is also used 

in phrases such as imet’ v vidu, Lit: ‘have in sight’, which means to have in mind or simply to 

mean. 
 

But why is it this way? Why is imet’ ‘have’ not more prevalent in Russian? Why does 

Russian not follow the same syntax as other Indo-European languages? In this thesis I will 

conduct a profiling and a historical analysis of the verb imet’, by analyzing its usage in 

Modern Standard Russian, as well as providing some background theory, such as etymology, 

evolutionary history and language comparisons.  
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2   Method 
   
2.1   The RuN-Corpus 

 

The most important tool I am going to use for my profiling of the verb imet’ is the RuN-

Corpus. The RuN-Corpus is an internet parallel corpus developed by Atle Grønn at the 

University of Oslo, as a tool for comparative studies of the Russian language and translations 

from a plethora of other languages, including Norwegian. The corpus contains a total of 62 

original texts (excluding translations), which put together amount to 8,763,402 words. Out of 

the 46 authors (one labelled “various authors”) in the corpus, 19 of them are Russian language 

authors, or rather authors whose works were first published in Russian. Thus, the Russian 

author Vladimir Nabokov is not included because the only book of his that is in the corpus is 

Lolita (1955), which was first written in English and then translated into Russian by the 

author himself.  Of the Russian authors, two of them are a duo, Ilya Ilf and Yevgeny Petrov, 

which I, like the corpus, will lump together as one.  

 

 

2.2   The Thesis 
 

The thesis itself will be split into two parts, a theoretical part and then the profiling itself.  

 

In the theoretical part, part 3, the concept of possession itself is presented, then the typical 

expression of possession in the Russian language, and finally the verb imet’ itself.  

 

I will use capital letters for BE and HAVE to refer to the abstract concepts corresponding to 

EXISTENCE and POSSESSION, independent of their lexical realizations and idiosyncratic 

meanings in individual languages. Thus, for instance English have and Russian imet’ are both 

lexical realizations of the concept HAVE and express POSSESSION, but the two are not 

necessarily synonymous in every respect. 
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In 3.1, I will present the basic theory regarding the concept of POSSESSION, not only 

possession in Modern Standard Russian, but also possession in languages in general. First, I 

will present Heine’s possessive schemas (Heine, 1997), which can be used as a tool to 

determine the sort of syntactic constructions that express POSSESSION, which theoretically 

can be used to categorize any language. Then I will give an overview of which ones are the 

most common in Modern Standard Russian, and present basic examples of the different 

models that are possible. For comparison, I will also present the constructions used in other 

Slavic languages to see how they differ from Russian. I will also look into the origin of these 

constructions in the different Slavic languages, including Russian. 

 

In section 3.2 I will present the verb imet’ itself. First, I will start with the etymology of the 

verb, going all the way back to its Proto-Indo-European root *h₁em- and then give an 

overview of its descendants in all the Slavic languages and present their contemporary 

meaning, based on Derksen’s findings (Derksen 2008). I have also constructed a family tree 

based on these findings. Then I will present the evolution of the verb’s usage, from the Old 

Church Slavonic era to modern times, based mainly on Isačenko’s claims (Isačenko 1974). 

Following this I will present basic facts about the verb’s usage in Modern Standard Russian 

and the general consensus on the contexts in which the verb is applied.  

 

Even though technically the reflexive form imet’sja ‘there is’ in most cases does not express 

POSSESSION but rather EXISTENCE, and therefore in most cases is not a synonym of imet’, 

I will include it and analyze it in the same way as imet’ because of the intricate overlapping of 

possession and existence, that even imet’, and other versions of HAVE in other languages 

display. 

 

In part 4 I will present my findings on all the tokens of imet’ in the RuN-corpus. 

 

In 4.1 I will put all the Russian language authors that are present in the corpus into three 

categories, i.e. three “periods”, with the year of birth as the basis of categorization. These 

periods are: period 1 (born before 1850), period 2 (1850-1940), period 3 (1940-). After 

presenting these, I will list the numbers of tokens in each period and for each author. Not only 

do I present the numbers of tokens but also the frequency of usage per 10,000 words. 
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(tokens of imet' / total number of words by Russian language authors in the RuN-corpus) 

x 10,000 = frequency of usage. 

 

Note that the frequency of usage is a deceptive number, because I have chosen to multiply the 

original number by 10,000 in order to work with more manageable numbers. Thus, the 

frequency of usage is only of relative value compared to other numbers of frequency of usage. 

 

I will examine how these tokens are used and which constructions and verb forms are the 

most frequent over the course of all three periods, both by quantity and percentage of usage. 

 

In 4.2 I will use another tool developed by Heine – possessive notions, which are notions that 

tells us about the type of possessives we are talking about, from temporary properties to 

abstract properties and permanent properties, etc. (Heine 1997). I will categorize all the 

tokens from the corpus into these notions and thus make it possible to see which notions are 

used most often. Additionally, I will list all the accusative objects which occur in the 

constructions under discussion, to see which ones are used most often. Due to the fact that 

there is a general consensus in the literature that imet’ for the most part is linked to abstract 

objects, I have decided to pay extra attention to non-abstract objects, both animate and 

inanimate.  

 

In 4.3 I will examine the influence that the French language had on the Russian language 

when it comes to phrases and frozen expressions that employ imet’. This includes cases where 

imet’ is seemingly employed as an auxiliary and/or a light verb, something that is considered 

atypical in Modern Standard Russian. I will also present statistics of all the cases. The phrases 

considered are taken from a list made by Clancy (Clancy 2010). I will compare these 

unexpected cases with English and French translations, and even construct my own sentences 

if the translations are a product of creative liberties and do not correspond in syntax, even 

where the construction is grammatically acceptable in French and English.  

 

In part 5 I will draw conclusions about the role of imet’ in Modern Standard Russian; I will 

not only describe the situation in the contemporary language of period 3; but I will also make 

overall observations about the tendencies and trends through the three periods, and ask if the 

standard views in the literature are proven right or wrong. Lastly, I will ask the question of 
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whether imet’ itself has a continued future in the Russian language in future generations.    

 

 

2.3 – Weaknesses of the Thesis  

 

One thing that is important to highlight is the biggest weakness of this thesis. This work is 

first and foremost a profiling of the verb imet’ in literary fiction, which means that prose such 

as literary non-fiction, academic texts and newspapers are not included in this profiling. 

Neither are transcripts of colloquial speech. This thesis is therefore in no way an all-

encompassing profiling of imet’ in every aspect of Modern Standard Russian. I will only form 

conclusions based on the literary language found in the RuN-Corpus. Additionally, one might 

ask whether the RuN-Corpus is large enough to offer an overall view of the usage of imet’. 

Nonetheless, I hope this thesis can provide some interesting observations that are in need of 

further exploration. 
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3   Theory 
 

3.1   Possession 

 
3.1.1   Why BE and HAVE?  
 

In the first chapter of his book, The Chain of Being and Having in Slavic, Clancy asks the 

question “Why BE and HAVE?”.  It is an interesting question, considering that the concepts 

BE and HAVE when lexicalized as verbs are quite different from each other, with BE 

expressing the abstract notion of EXISTENCE, as in the famous quote from Shakespeare’s 

Hamlet “to be or not to be”, while HAVE expresses the abstract notion of POSSESSION, as 

in the title of Hemingway’s novel (as well as the title of this thesis) To Have and Have Not.           

 

While the meanings of the two concepts are quite far apart from each other on the surface, BE 

and HAVE as verbs are used so frequently in many Indo-European languages, including 

English, that one rarely even thinks about it. Not only are they used as lexical verbs with a 

clear content, but they are frequently used as copulas, auxiliaries, causatives and modals. 

 
But if one were to say that BE can be used to express POSSESSION and HAVE can be used 

to express EXISTENCE, this would sound strange to a native English speaker. Still, it is a 

fact that the two abstract notions overlap in many constructions in different languages. One of 

these languages is Russian, which as mentioned earlier in the introduction, for the vast 

majority of cases uses BE to express POSSESSION along with a prepositional phrase. Let us 

look at examples from languages that use BE to express POSSESSION (1-4). 

 

(1) Modern Irish (Orr 1992: 252) 

Tá leabhar agam. 

[is-IND-PRES-INDEP-AFM book-NOM at-1SG] 

‘I have a book’    
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(2) Estonian (Lehiste 1969: 325) 

Isal on raamat. 

[Father-ADE is-3SG book-NOM]    

‘Father has a book.’  

 

(3) Russian (Lyons 1967: 394) 

U menja est’ kniga.  

[At me-GEN is book-NOM.]  

‘I have a book’ 

 

(4) Turkish (Lyons 1968: 395) 

Ben-de kitap var. 

[me-LOC book-NOM existent] 

‘I have a book’. 

 

In the Irish (1) and Estonian (2) examples, BE is represented by conjugated forms of the verb 

meaning ‘to be’. While it is correct to translate Russian est’ into English as is, in (3), est’, 

unlike (1) and (2), is not a conjugated form of a verb, but a frozen construction, which 

functions as an existence marker, like we see in a language like Turkish (4), where the 

adjective var is used purely as an existence marker.  

 

The line between POSSESSION and EXISTENCE becomes even more blurred when 

inanimate possessors are involved, since the inanimate possessors are not in control of their 

possessions, and cannot choose to possess or not to possess like an animate possessor would 

in many cases. Take these three sentences as examples: 

 

(5) The ocean has a lot of fish (constructed by the author) 

(6) There is a lot fish in the ocean. (constructed by the author) 

(7) I have a car (constructed by the author) 

 

Sentences (5) and (6) are near synonymous, and both are acceptable in English speech. We 

also see that HAVE in (5) is not the same type of HAVE as in (7), because the ocean cannot 

own the fish, in the way that the ocean cannot decide if the fishes are there or not. HAVE in 

this sentence is what Heine refers to as an inanimate alienable possessive notion, which is one 
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of his seven possessive notions (Heine 1997). While it is easy to categorize (6), (7) is more 

complicated, since further context is needed, like whether the car is temporarily a possession, 

borrowed from a neighbor, or if someone else’s car is present in the garage, or if the car is 

legally owned. These different possessive notions are something that will be further examined 

in 4.2. 

 

But let us look at the opposite case, where HAVE is used to express EXISTENCE and not 

POSSESSION. Examples of this can be seen in languages such as Polish (8) and Bulgarian 

(9), where English translations would have employed BE instead of HAVE. 

 

(8) Polish (Lempp 1986: 55) 

Nie ma czasu. 

[Not has-3SG time-GEN.] 

‘There is no time.’ 

 

(9) Bulgarian (Clancy 2010: 84) 

Naistina ima xora, rodeni s kăsmet. 

[Truly has-3SG people, born with luck.] 

‘Truly there are people born with luck.’ 

 

There are also versions of HAVE that have arisen as constructions to express EXISTENCE. 

Examples of this are found in French, like in il y a [it there has-3SG-PRES-IND] ‘there is’ 

and Russian imet’sja [have-R/P] ‘there is’, which technically is the reflexive form of the verb 

imet’, with the added suffix -sja (Clancy 2010: 5). Consider the examples from French (10) 

and Russian (11) below.  

 

(10) French (constructed by the author) 

Il y a un problème. 

[It there has-3SG-PRES-IND problem.] 

There is a problem.  
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(11) Russian (Pande 1988:131) 

V ètom magazine imejutsja novye knigi. 

[In this store-LOC have-3PL-R/P new books-NOM.] 

‘There are new books om this store.’ 

 

This goes to show that there is a correlation between BE and HAVE in many languages. 

Therefore, I am going to include imet’sja in further analyses, because although its main 

lexical meaning is ‘there is’, there is still a blurriness about its meaning. Sometimes, albeit 

rarely, it can even express POSSESSION. More on that in 3.2.4.    

 

 

3.1.2   Possessive Schemas  
 

In many Indo-European languages the use of a transitive verb to express POSSESSION is the 

most common one. In this context the possessor is the subject of the sentence in the 

nominative case, while the possessed is the object in the accusative case. This is what Heine 

refers to as “The Action Schema” where X (the possessor) takes Y (the possessed). This is 

just one of eight events schemas that Heine presents. 

 

Formula Label of event schema  

X takes Y Action 

Y is located at X Location 

X is with Y Companion 

X’s Y exists  Genitive  

Y exists for/to X Goal 

Y exists from X Source  

As for X, Y exists Topic 

Y is X’s (property) Equation 
 

Table 1: A formulaic description of schemas used for the expression of predicative possession (Heine 1997: 47). 

 

While the action schema seems to be the dominant one in most European languages, it is in 

fact not the most common one in the languages of the world. A survey was carried out by 
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Otten (1992) where one hundred languages from all continents were studied to see in what 

frequencies the schemas were used (Heine 1997: 74). The survey showed that the action 

schema only accounted for 13.6% of usage (Heine 1997: 75). It is also quite common for 

languages to use multiple schemas, some more regularly than others and in different contexts. 

Although English and Norwegian are languages in which the action schema is the default 

possessive schema, there are occurrences where other schemas can be put into use, as seen in 

the following examples of (13) and (14). 

 

(12) English - Companion Schema: X is with Y (constructed by the author) 

‘She is married with children.’   

 

(13) Norwegian – Location Schema: Y is located at X (constructed by the author) 

Hos Stein er det alltid tomme ølflasker. 

[at Stein is-3SG  it always empty beer-bottles.] 

‘At Stein’s place there are always empty beer bottles’ 

 

It also seems that the location schema is an optional one in both of these languages, especially 

when it comes to inanimate possessors, such as places and abstract concepts. In the examples 

below we see that both the action and the location schema are correct, and that the two 

sentences are nearly synonymous.  

 

(14a) English – Action Schema: X takes Y (constructed by the author) 

This sentence has a lot of errors. 

 

(14b) English – Location Schema : Y is located at X (constructed by the author) 

There are a lot of errors in this sentence. 

 

(15a) Norwegian – Action Schema: X takes Y (constructed by the author) 

Norge har mye skog. 

[Norway has-3SG a-lot-of forest.] 

‘Norway has a lot of forest.’ 
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(15b) Norwegian – Location Schema: Y is located at X (constructed by the author) 

I Norge er det mye skog. 

[In Norway is-3SG it a-lot-of forest.] 

‘In Norway there is a lot of forest’ 

 
 
3.1.3   Schemas in Russian  
 

While the action schema exists in Modern Standard Russian, it is the location schema which 

is by far the default possessive schema. The location schema is expressed like this: In X there 

is Y. When the possessor is inanimate, it is in the locative case, while the possessed is in the 

nominative case. In Russian in is expressed with the preposition v ‘in’ in front of the 

possessor in the locative case. Behind the possessor follows the copula est’ ‘is’, which can be 

omitted but is sometimes added for emphasis, and at the end follows the possessed in the 

nominative case.      

 

(16) Russian – Location Schema: Y is located at X (constructed by the author) 

V Moskve (est’) bol’shoj teatr    

[In Moscow-LOC (is) big theater-NOM] 

’In Moscow there is a big theater.’ / ‘Moscow has a big theater’  

 

One would have thought that Russian constructions with animate possessors would behave in 

the same way English sentences would, but this is not the case for the vast majority of the 

cases in Russian. In fact, the location schema is also applied here. The only difference is that 

the possessor is in the genitive case preceded by the preposition u ‘at’, which is an adessive 

preposition whose original meaning is ‘by’, ‘at’ or ‘near’ in the sense of location (Clancy 

2010: 134). It was eventually grammaticalized into a possessive preposition, while also 

maintaining its original locational meaning when describing the position of inanimate non-

abstract nouns like in (18).    

 

(17) Russian (Lyons 1967: 394) – Location Schema: Y is located at X 

U menja (est’) kniga 

[At me-GEN (is) book-NOM] 

'I have a book.' 
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(18) Russian (constructed by the author) 

U gonstinicy (est’) pamjatnik. 

[At hotel-GEN is statue.] 

‘There is a statue near the hotel.’ 

 

It is important to note that there are occurrences where an inanimate possessor can use the u-

construction to express POSSESSION (19) and where people can be subjects for the adessive 

u, as in (20). 

 

(19) Russian (Clancy 2010: 143)  

U ètoj firmy tože est’ resursy iz-za rubeža. 

[At this company-GEN also there-is resources-NOM from-beyond border-GEN.] 

’The company also has resources from abroad.’ 

 

(20) Russian (Isačenko 1974: 45) 

Mašina u Peti.  

[Car-NOM at Pete-GEN.] 

‘The car is at Pete's.’   

 

 

3.1.4   H- and B-languages  
 

The Russian u-construction is typologically rare, considering that all other Slavic languages 

use the action schema as their first choice for expressing POSSESSION. Isačenko divided 

languages such as these into two categories: B-languages and H-languages, representing BE 

and HAVE respectively.  

 

Russian is primarily a B-language because of the use of est’ ‘is’, which in Old East Slavic was 

the third person singular of byti ‘be’ that has been grammaticalized into an existence marker. 

est’ can be omitted in the present tense, as is often done so in colloquial speech. The presence 

of est’ is sometimes used to emphasize the existence of said article. This is because Russian in 

the present tense is a non-copula language, while the verb byt’ ‘be’ cannot be omitted in past 

and future tense. 
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To express negation one replaces est’ with net, which unlike its positive counterpart est’ can 

under no circumstances be omitted. Like est’, net is a frozen existence marker, or rather a 

non-existence marker, stemming from the same verb conjugation as est’ with the added 

negation marker ne in front of the verb, ne est’. This developed into the contraction net in 

Modern Standard Russian and has also been lexicalized into meaning ‘no’ as the antonym to 

da ‘yes’.      

 

 

3.1.5   The Finnish Connection   
 

A possible explanation for Russian having the u-construction according to some linguists is 

substrates from Finno-Ugric languages as a result of the assimilation of Balto-Finnic peoples 

living in the Baltics and Karelia, which gave rise to the use of location schema in Modern 

Standard Russian. 

 

To express possession in many Uralic languages, such as Finnish and Hungarian, the adessive 

case is used for the possessor, while the possessed is in the nominative case. Let us look at 

some examples from present day Balto-Finnic languages which are descendants of the 

languages that were in proximity to the Russian colonists in the Baltics and Karelia, as well as 

the Russian equivalent. The sentence that will be translated in examples (21a-e) below is: Lisa 

has a husband. 

 

(21a) Finnish (Freeze 1992: 577) 

Liisalla on mies. 

[Lisa-ADE is-3SG man-NOM.] 

 

(21b) Estonian (constructed by the author)   

Liisal on abikaasa. 

[Lisa-ADE is-3SG man-NOM.] 

 

(21c) Karelian (Èlina Potapova, p.c.) 

Lizal on ukko. 

[Lisa-ADE is-3SG man-NOM.] 
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(21d) Veps (Èlina Potapova, p.c.) 

Lizal om mužik. 

[Lisa-ADE is-3SG man-NOM.] 

 

(21e) Russian (constructed by the author) 

U Lizy (est’) muž. 

[At Lisa-GEN is husband-NOM.] 

 

In all the Finnic examples (21a-d), Lisa is in the adessive case, which is marked by the 

different postpositions added after Lisa, which can be translated into English as ‘on’ or ‘at’. 

Unlike many Indo-European languages, Uralic languages do not have locational prepositions, 

but rather express location through case endings. This is a possible explanation why u became 

a substitute for adessive case endings since they share the same lexical function.  

 

Additionally, in the Finnic examples (21a-d) we see that a third person singular form of the 

verb meaning ‘be’ is used, which corresponds to the use of est’ in Modern Standard Russian, 

which as mentioned above is a grammaticalized copula which used to be the third person 

singular form of byti ‘be’ in Old East Slavic.  

 

 

3.1.6   The Goal Schema  
 
One must keep in mind that Old Church Slavonic in some instances, and most certainly Proto-

Slavic, used the goal schema (Y exists for/to X), where the possessor is in the dative case. 

This usage is also attested in classical Indo-European languages such as Latin, Sanskrit, 

Greek and Gothic (Orr 1992: 249). It is also believed that Proto-Indo-European was a goal 

schema language with a dative possessor. (21) and (22) are examples from the classical 

languages of Latin and Old Church Slavonic.  
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(22) Latin (Lyons 1967: 392): 

Est Johanni liber. 

[is John-DAT book-NOM.] 

‘John has a book.’ 

 

(23) Old Church Slavonic (Luke 8:42, Marianus in Mirčev 1971: 79) 

dъšti inočęda bě emou 

[daughter-NOM only was him-DAT] 

‘…he had an only daughter…’ 

 

The vast majority of the descendants of the mentioned languages, Latin and Old Church 

Slavonic, have changed their main possession schemas, in most cases to the action schema. 

But this goal schema has been retained in some special cases in these daughter languages to 

various degrees, as well as in German and Dutch, which are the only Germanic languages to 

do so. In modern terms this is referred to as a “dative external possessor”. Here are two 

examples of dative external possessors from Modern Standard Russian: 

 

(24) Russian (Clancy 2010: 225)  

Mne nečego delat’. 

[Me-DAT nothing do-INF] 

’I have nothing to do’ / ’There’s nothing for me to do’   

 

(25) Russian (Clancy 2010: 225) 

Ej ne s kem igrat’ 

[Her-DAT not with someone-INST play-INF] 

‘She doesn’t have anyone to play with’ 

 

 
3.1.7   H-Languages  
 
As mentioned above, the remaining Slavic languages are all H-languages because they all 

mainly use the action schema to express POSSESSION, and all express HAVE through a 

lexical verb, although Isačenko claims that Ukrainian, Polish and Belarusian are in a state of 

transition from B to H (Isačenko 1974: 44). Modern Standard Russian also has a verb 
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meaning ‘have’, imet’. But this is not the main possessive construction and is not as 

frequently used, and does not “sound Russian”, according to one of Clancy’s informants 

(Clancy 2010: 144). We will return to this verb in full depth in section 3.2. Below are two 

examples from the Slavic languages Czech (26) and Polish (27), both of which use the action 

schema.  

 

(26) Czech (Clancy 2010:132) 

Mam psa. 

[Have-1SG dog-ACC.]  

‘I have a dog’. 

 

(27) Polish (Clancy 2010:133) 

Mieszkanie mamy? 

[Apartment-ACC have-1PL?] 

‘Do we have an apartment?’ 

 

Not only do many of these H-languages use HAVE to express POSSESSION, but it has even 

been made into an auxiliary and a modal in the same way as in the Germanic and Romance 

languages. Whereas Russian might use byt’ ‘be’ as an auxiliary, for instance, in front of the 

past passive participle, other Slavic languages such as Czech and Polish would use HAVE, 

which respectively is mit ‘have’ and mieć ‘have’.       

 

In Czech and Polish HAVE has also developed into a modal verb (28) and (29), while it has 

become an auxiliary with a modal contraction in Bulgarian (30), as well as a future tense 

auxiliary (Clancy 2010: 154). Auxiliaries with HAVE also occur in Czech and Polish, but 

only in the new perfect construction (Clancy 2010: 154). 

 

(28) Czech (Clancy 2010: 154) 

Nemáme co dělat. 

[Not-have-1PL what-ACC do-INF.] 

‘We don't have anything to do.' 
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(29) Polish (Lempp 1986: 109) 

Masz z kim pojechać do Warszawy?  

[Have-2SG with whom-INST go-INF to Warsaw-GEN?] 

'Do you have someone to go to Warsaw with?' 

  

(30) Bulgarian (Heine 1997: 193) 

Imam nepisani tezi lekcii. 

[have-1SG write-PART-PL these lectures.] 

'I have written these lectures.’ 

 

 

3.1.8   The Standard Average European Sprachbund  

 

Just as there is strong evidence to suggest that the main possessive construction of Russian is 

due to influence from Balto-Finnic languages, there is strong evidence to suggest that the 

other Slavic languages elsewhere have been influenced by their surrounding languages, 

especially in Central and South-Eastern Europe where Greek, Germanic and Romance 

languages have had a great impact. 

 

One of the Slavic languages where this is most apparent is Czech, where we can find a 

significant number of phrases that are word-for-word equivalents of German sentences, such 

as in examples (31) and (32) where HAVE is similarly used in both Czech and German.   

 

(31a) Czech (Clancy 2010: 239) 

Mám hlad. 

[have-1SG hunger-ACC.] 

’I am hungry.’ 

 

(31b) German (Clancy 2010: 239) 

Ich habe Hunger. 

[I have-1SG hunger.] 

’I am hungry.’ 
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(32a) Czech (Clancy 2010: 239) 

Máš pravdu. 

[Have-2SG truth.] 

 

(32b) German (Clancy 2010: 239) 

Du hast recht. 

[You have-2SG right.] 

‘You´re right.’   

 

All the Slavic languages, including Russian, are part of the so-called Standard Average 

European Sprachbund, which is a concept that Whorf introduced, stating that most languages 

on the European continent share common features, or linguistic universals, like syntax, 

grammar and vocabulary. Haspelmath further developed a categorization of the many 

languages of Europe and made a list of twelve universals that are present in many of these 

languages. In order to be categorized as a true Standard Average European language, a 

language must at least have five of the nine most common features, which are: 

 

1) Both definite and indefinite articles. 2) Relative clauses with relative pronouns. 3)  

Have perfect. 4) Participial passive. 5) Dative external possessors. 6) Negative pronouns 

with a lack of verbal negation. 7) Relative-based equative constructions. 8) Subject 

person affixes as strict agreement markers. 9) Intensifier-reflexive differentiation.           
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Figure 1: A cluster map including the nine features (Haspelmath 2001: 1505). 

 

As one can see in Table 1, all Slavic languages can be categorized as Standard Average 

European since they all have at least five out of the nine most important features. We can also 

see that dative external possessors, which we looked at in 3.1.6, are one of these features. 

 

One noticeable exception among the Slavic languages is Czech, which has six features, one 

more than all the others, which makes it the Slavic language with the most features overall. 

The feature that stands out, which is also relevant to us, is the ‘have perfect’ which is not 

present, or not as firmly established, in any other Slavic language. While Clancy states that 

the ‘have perfect’ is a relatively recent development in both Polish and Czech, as well as in 

some Russian dialects (Clancy 2010:185), Haspelmath seems to have firmly categorized 

Czech as a full-fledged member of this group. Below are two examples, (33) and (34), from 

Czech and Polish. 
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(33) Czech (Clancy 2010: 185) 

Ale už spolupracuju s talentovanou mladou scenáristkou Alicí Nellis, která má pro mě 

přichystané dva scénáře. 

[But already collanprate-1SG with talented young screenplay-writer-INST Alice Nellis, who-

NOM has-3SG for me-ACC prepared-ACC two screenplays-ACC.]  

‘But I’m already collaborating with a talented, young screenplay writer, Alice Nellis, who has 

prepared two screenplays for me.’ 

 

(34) Polish (Lempp 1986: 126) 

Mam zgubione banknoty. 

[Have-1SG lost banknotes-ACC.] 

‘I have the lost banknotes.’ / ‘I have lost the banknotes.’ 

 

The usage of the perfect that Clancy describes in some Russian dialects, specifically in the 

Novgorod region and further north, is not the same as the ‘have perfect’ in Czech and Polish, 

which uses HAVE as an auxiliary verb to express the perfect (Timberlake 1993: 884). This 

Russian dialectal ‘perfect’ is expressed in two ways: one through the u-construction put 

together with a past passive participle, like in example (35) (Timberlake 1993: 884). The 

second way of expressing the ‘perfect’ also uses the u-construction, but this time followed by 

a past perfective reflexive verb without a syntactic possessor being used, as shown in example 

(36). 

 

(35) Dialectical Russian (Allen 1978: 16) 

U menja vse dela sdelany.  

[At me-GEN all deeds-NOM/ACC done-PAST-PART-PASS-NOM/ACC] 

'I have done all my the deeds.’ 

 

(36) Dialectical Russian (Clancy, 2010: 192)   

U tebja syn rodilsja. 

[At you-GEN son-NOM was-born-MSC-SG-R/P.] 

‘Your son was born.’ / ‘You have a baby boy.’ 
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3.1.9   Summary 

 

As seen with Heine, there is no single way of expressing POSSESSION; in fact the perception 

that POSSESSION has to be expressed by a verb is only present in a minority of the world’s 

languages. This is one of Heine’s possessive schemas that is called the Action Schema (X 

takes Y). This is the schema that all Slavic languages except Russian use as their default 

possessive construction, largely due to heavy influences from their neighboring Germanic, 

Romance and Greek languages, which also used (and continues to use) HAVE, not only in 

possessive contexts but also as auxiliaries and copulas. It is believed by many linguists that 

Proto-Slavic used the Goal Schema (Y exists for/to X), in the same way that Proto-Indo-

European likely did, with attested usage in the Classical languages of Greek, Latin and 

Sanskrit being substantial evidence, as well as being present alongside the action schema in 

Old Church Slavonic. The exception among the Slavic languages is as mentioned earlier 

Russian, which uses the Location Schema (Y is located at X). Like all its sister languages, 

Russian is also influenced by its neighbors, in this case Balto-Finnic languages. The location 

schema’s existence in Russian is likely due to substrates from these Balto-Finnic languages, 

where the adessive case was transferred into Russian; not the adessive case itself, but a lexical 

equivalent that also describes location. Despite using the location schema, Modern Standard 

Russian has a verb for having, imet’ ‘have’ (with cognates in all other Slavic languages), 

which will be explored in the following section.    
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3.2   About the verb imet’ 
 
3.2.1   Etymology 

 

It is believed by many linguists, such as Isačenko, that Proto-Indo-European never had a verb 

to express POSSESSION. Despite this fact, in many modern European languages, HAVE is 

expressed through a lexical verb that can be traced all the way back to a reconstructed Proto-

Indo-European root. But this root back then most likely had a different lexical meaning, for 

example related to concepts like grabbing or holding. 

 

In Ancient Greek HAVE ékhein originally meant ‘hold’ and likely stemmed from the Proto-

Indo-European root *seǵʰ- which also likely meant ‘hold’ (Isačenko 1974:44). The Latin 

habere stems from *gʰeh₁bʰ-, which meant either ‘hold’ or ‘grab’ or both (Isačenko 1974:44). 

habere turned into HAVE in daughter languages, such as avoir in French and avere in Italian. 

At first glance one might think that the Latin habere and German haben are cognates, but this 

is purely coincidental, because haben more likely stems from the Proto-Germanic *habjan-, 

further stemming from the Proto-Indo-European *kh₂p-, which likely meant to ‘hold’ or ‘lift’ 

(Kroonen, 2013:197). Cognates of *habjan- are visible in all the daughter languages of Proto-

Germanic, such as have in English, haben in German and ha in Norwegian. 
 

With this notion it seems to have been common practice to modify a lexically non-possessive 

verb into a possessive verb. The Slavic languages are no different. The basis for HAVE in all 

the Slavic languages is the Proto-Indo-European stem *h₁em- (Derksen 2008:211). This stem 

developed into *im- in Proto-Balto-Slavic and then into three stems in Proto-Slavic: *ęti 

‘take’, *jьmati ‘take’ and *jьměti ‘have’ (Derksen 2008:211-212).  
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The first one, *ęti ‘take’, has died out or become either an obsolete or an archaic word in most 

of the Slavic languages, varying in meaning from ‘take’ to ‘begin’ or ‘seize’. Russian even 

has a dialectical form of this verb: jat’, which as well as retaining its original meaning of 

‘take’ also means ‘begin’ (Derksen 2008: 211). The two others are more interesting, because 

it seems that both *jьmati ‘take’ and *jьměti ‘have’ gave birth to verbs that would evolve into 

the main HAVE in all Slavic languages. 

 

The Ukrainian maty, the Slovak mat’ and the Serbo-Croatian imati are all descendants of 

*jьmati ‘take’ and are the main HAVE in their respective languages. *jьmati ‘take’ has only 

retained its original meaning in Czech jímat ‘take’, ‘seize’ (Derksen 2008: 211). *jьměti 

seems to have coexisted with *jьmati in the Common Slavic period, and likely had the lexical 

meaning of ‘have’ long before *jьmati. The Russian imet’, the Czech mit, the Polish mieć, and 

the Slovene imẹ́ti have all retained the original meaning of the Proto-Slavic verb, and function 

as the main HAVE (Derksen 2008:211). Bulgarian imam has been difficult to categorize and 

was placed in both categories by Derksen (Derksen 2008:211-212).  
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Figure 2: An overview of the evolution of the Proto-Indo-European *h₁em- according to Derksen (Derksen 

2008: 158, 211-212) illustrated by the author. The verbs in red circles are the main HAVE in their respective 

languages. 
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3.2.2   Development of imet’ 
 

The oldest attested use of HAVE in any Slavic language is the one in Old Church Slavonic 

(Clancy 2010: 128). It is believed by many linguists that the use of the verb iměti was in its 

early stages of adapting to the use of the action schema. As mentioned above, the goal schema 

is considered the most archaic schema that was probably a Proto-Indo-European feature. Orr 

states that this schema was in use in the Slavic variants between the 9th and the 11th centuries 

A. D., before eventually losing ground to iměti (Clancy 2010: 129).       

 

But how frequent was the use of iměti in the early texts? Isačenko went so far as to state that 

all forms of iměti’ without exception are loan translations from Greek texts, where the HAVE 

in question was ékhein (Isačenko 1974: 50). This is a point which Clancy contests by citing 

Orr’s 1992 findings where the Old Church Slavic usage did not always correspond to the 

Greek constructions (Clancy 2010: 128).  

 

With the Old East Slavic split that took place in the 14th century, in which four new languages 

emerged, Russian, Ukrainian, Belarusian and Rusyn, the usage of HAVE developed 

differently. While HAVE in Ukrainian, Belarusian and Rusyn continues to be present to this 

day due to heavy influences from Polish and other European languages, the Russian HAVE 

fell out of use in favor of the u-construction due to the influence of their Balto-Finnic 

neighbors (which I already explored in 3.1.5).  

 

Isačenko lists some evidence of this decline by pointing to the absence of this verb in legal 

texts from the 15th century, and even points to the Chronicles, where HAVE was exclusively 

used in combinations with abstract nouns, such as ‘peace’, ‘love’, ‘friendship’, etc. (Isačenko 

1974:50). Isačenko also points to the absence of iměti in the two foreign dictionaries, the 

French Paris Muscovite Glossary of 1586 and the British Russian-English Glossary of 

1618/1619 by Richard James, which in Isačenko’s words are “the most reliable sources of our 

knowledge about the vernacular of their period”, thereby suggesting that iměti was dormant 

by that time (Isačenko 1974: 50). The situation changed when foreign grammars began to be 

published in the early 18th century, where imet’ was included and firmly established in the 

literary language of the educated elite by the end of the century due to the influence of 

German and French, while it would take another century for it to reach the less educated 
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(Isačenko 1974: 50-51). 

 

As is apparent to everyone who has read the works of Tolstoj, the language of the 19th century 

Russian elite was French. This of course influenced the Russian language, not only in terms 

of loan words that describe politics, etiquette, science, etc., but also grammatical structures, 

namely the usage of a HAVE. As will be presented in my findings, the usage of imet’ reached 

its peak in the 19th century. Even though imet’ seems to have been brought in from the cold, 

even at the peak of its revival, it was still for the most part used in combination with abstract 

accusatives, a tendency which continues to this day, although not as prominently as in 

aristocratic Russia. Additionally, many French phrases where translated word-for-word 

(excluding articles) into Russian – phrases that are still in use to this day, but are more like 

fixed expressions or frozen constructions. A further investigation into these will be done in 

4.3.  

 

 

3.2.3   imet’ in Modern Stardard Russian 
 

As mentioned earlier, the action schema is not the default construction in Modern Standard 

Russian, but nevertheless it is there. For people who use the action schema as a default 

construction in their language, the use of either the action or the location schemas in Russian 

seems to be interchangeable on the surface, like the two following two examples: 

 

Action schema: (constructed by the author) 

(37) U menja (est) sobaka. 

[At me-GEN (is) dog-NOM.] 

'I have a dog' 

 

Location schema: (constructed by the author)  

(38) *Ja imeju sobaku. 

[I-NOM have dog-ACC.] 

'I have a dog.' 

 

The only thing that makes sentence (38) incorrect is idiomatic and idiosyncratic reasons. The 

sentence is understandable for most Russians, but it is also for them the least Russian way of 
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expressing this kind of meaning (Clancy 2010: 144). They would by default have said it as 

expressed in (37). Additionally, in sentences in which there are an animate subject and object, 

imet’ can sometimes mean ‘to have sex’. Sentence (38) can in a different context be 

interpreted as ‘I have sex with a dog’. 

 

The u-construction is by far the default one when it comes to animate possessors. But the case 

seems to be different with inanimate possessors. There seems to be a tendency to use imet’ 

when inanimate subjects are the possessors. According to Isačenko, such cases cannot be 

conveyed by u-constructions, because when placed together with an inanimate possessor u 

goes back to its original meaning, ‘by, at, near’, as explained in section 3.1.3 (Isačenko 1974: 

54).  

 

Imet’ can also be used to put emphasis on the act of owning itself, something which an u-

sentence cannot.   

 

(39) Ja xoču imet’ dom. (Clancy 2010: 151) 

[I-NOM want-1SG have-INF house-ACC.] 

’I want to have a house.’ 

 

(40) *Ja xoču, čtoby u menja byl dom. (Clancy 2010: 151) 

[I-NOM want-1SG, that-SBJV at me-GEN was-MSC-SG house-NOM.] 

’I want to have a house.’  

    

One can argue that imet’ in (39) can be dropped and the sentence would still convey the desire 

for a house. But without any context we would not know if the desire was temporarily, for a 

place to stay in for a short period of time, or if the person wanted a house to legally possess. 

 

Finally, imet’ also fulfills an important role that the u-construction cannot: forming 

participles, imperatives and the gerund. Obviously, this is the case because only verbs are 

capable of doing so. This does not mean that the u-construction cannot form near-

synonymous sentences. For the participles, the alternative to them is a relative clause with 

kotorij ‘that/who/which’, in which the preposition u is placed in front of kotorij in its genitive 

forms kotorogo in the masculine and neuter, kotoroj in the feminine form, and kotoryx in the 

plural. The following two examples are two near-synonymous sentences: an imet’-sentence 
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(41) and a u-sentence (42). Examples of the usage of imperative (43) and a gerund (44) are 

also presented below. 

 

(41) Ja vižu devušku, imejuščuju kota. (constructed by the author)  

[I-NOM see-1SG girl-ACC, have-PRES-PASS-ACT cat-ACC.] 

‘I see the girl who owns the cat.’ 

 

(42) Ja vižu devušku, u kotoroj est’ kot. (constructed by the author) 

[I see-1SG girl-ACC, at who-GEN is cat-NOM.] 

‘I see the girl who owns the cat.’ 

 

(43) Ne imej sto rublej, a imej sto druzej. (Clancy 2010: 150)  

[Not have-IMPER 100-ACC rubles-GEN, but have-IMPER 100-ACC friends-GEN]  

’Have not a hundred rubles, rather have a hundred friends.’ 

 

(44) …i ot pervoj ženy četyrnadcatiletnjuju’ doč imeja... (Clancy 2010: 149) 

[...and from first wife-GEN fourteen-year-old daughter-ACC having-GERUND]  

‘...and having a fourteen year old daughter from his first wife...’  

 

Clancy points out that although the u-construction is the most preferable in colloquial speech 

there seems to be a need to express an infinitive form of HAVE, in the same way as Hamlet’s 

famous line ‘Byt’ ile ne byt’? ‘To be or not to be?’ (Clancy 2010: 151-152). As the title of this 

paper is ‘To Have and Have Not’, there is only one possible way of translating this title into 

Russian: ‘Imet’ ili ne imet’’. 

 

 

3.2.4   imet’sja – The Reflexive Form 
 

Surprisingly enough, imet’ does in fact have a reflexive form, which means that the suffix -sja 

‘R/P’ refers back to the subject of the sentence. But this reflexive form is not the real reflexive 

form of imet’, because the meaning of this verb is not ‘have’ but in fact ‘there is’ (although in 

some cases it does express POSSESSION, with examples presented below). 
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The concept of HAVE being used to express EXISTENCE is not something that is alien to 

other European languages, not even to other languages in the Slavic branch, where Polish and 

Bulgarian together with Russian have such a construction, although to a different degree in 

each of the mentioned languages. What these three languages have in common is that HAVE 

in these cases is used to express EXISTENCE.  

 

In Polish, HAVE to express EXISTENCE is exclusively used to express absence or non-

existence in the present tense. This construction preceded by the negation marker nie uses the 

third person singular form of mieć ‘have’ nie ma [not has] ‘there is not’. To express the 

opposite, existence, być ‘be’ is used. This is also the case with both existence and absence in 

past and future tense. While HAVE in this regard has partially turned into EXISTENCE in 

Polish, it has completely done so in Bulgarian in both positive and negative constructions in 

all tenses (although instances of a BE being used do occur). 

 

(45) Polish (Lempp 1986: 55) 

Nie ma czasu. 

[Not has-3SG time-GEN] 

‘There is no time.’ 

 

(46) Bulgarian (Lempp 1986: 55) 

Naistina ima xora, rodeni s kăsmet.  

[Truly has-3SG people, born with luck.] 

‘Truly there are people born with luck.’  

  

The Russian variant is a bit more complex. According to Clancy, imet’sja, like imet’, has a 

“bookish” quality and is mainly associated with official and academic styles of writing 

(Clancy 2010: 88). The other more frequently used variants are the colloquial location schema 

where the possessed noun is in the nominative case, and the verb suščestvovat’ ‘exist’, which 

also follows the action schema. Both these variants focus primarily on existence, while 

imet’sja focuses more on ‘being present, available, on hand’ and conveys notions of 

accessibility, availability and usefulness (Pande 1988: 129). Pande presents two seemingly 

synonymous sentences. 
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(47) V biblioteke est’ knigi po medicine. (Pande 1988: 131) 

[In library-LOC there-is books-NOM on medicine-DAT.] 

‘There are books on medicine in the library.’ 

 

(48) V biblioteke imejutsja knigi po medicine. (Pande 1988: 129) 

[In library-LOC have-3PL-R/P books-NOM on medicine-DAT.] 

‘There are books on medicine in the library.’ 

 

While both forms express existence, sentence (48) conveys that these books are available and 

accessible for everyone to check out and read, while (47) only confirms the existence of these 

books on medicine without any further notions of ownership by the library or that the books 

are present at the moment of utterance (Pande 1988: 131). Pande also emphasizes that a 

sentence like *V biblioteke imejutsja knigi ‘In the library there are books’ sounds strange 

because of the obviousness of the statement that a library has books (Pande 1988: 1). But 

when a specific type of book is mentioned, like the ones on medicine, it is no longer a given 

that all libraries have this types of book. The conclusion is that specifying features like 

adjectives and possessors make the use of imet’sja a reliable choice, but rarely when it comes 

to obvious notions such as that someone has a mother or a pair of hands (Clancy 2010: 87). In 

these cases it can be used to put emphasis on the obvious, like in the following sentence 

where imet’sja is used ironically. 

 

(49) …i xot’ kakie-nibud’ mozgi u vas v golove imejutsja... (Clancy 2010: 87) 

[...and even some-kind-of brains-NOM at you-GEN in head-LOC have-3PL-R/P...] 

‘…and if there are any brains in your head at all…’  
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3.2.5   Summary 

 

The Russian verb imet’ is a verb that, like in many Indo-European languages, originally had 

an entirely different meaning. In the case of the Slavic languages the original meaning of 

HAVE was probably to ‘take’, stemming from the Proto-Indo-European stem *h₁em-. From 

Proto-Balto-Slavic *im- developed three branches: *ęti ‘take’, *jьmati ‘take’ and *jьměti 

‘have’. The former has almost become dormant in the Slavic languages, while the latter two 

have evolved into the main HAVE in the different contemporary Slavic languages, as seen in 

Figure 2. There is also some discussion of iměti ‘have’ in Old Church Slavonic being used 

exclusively to translate the Greek HAVE as Isačenko claims, while others claims that it was 

fully integrated into the language, even pointing out where the Greek and Slavonic versions of 

HAVE do not correspond with each other. What is agreed upon is that the action schema took 

over the role of the main possessive schema from the goal schema, which was phased out by 

the 11th century A.D. While HAVE thrived and evolved further in all of the Slavic languages, 

Russian was the exception, where imet’ became dormant until it was revived by heavy French 

influence. Although its heyday was in the 18th and the 19th century, imet’ is still used in 

constructions today, with its use mostly being reserved for abstract possessions like ‘honor’, 

‘pleasure’, and ‘right’, and as part of several phrases and fixed expressions. It is also used to 

form participles, imperatives and gerund, something that u-constructions cannot do for the 

obviously reason that they lack a verb. These constructions are considered to be bookish, 

while in colloquial speech relative clauses with kotoryj are more common. Finally, imet’sja, 

although on the surface the reflexive form of imet’, has devolved into a verb that for the most 

part expresses EXISTENCE and rarely POSSESSION. In the cases where it is used it mostly 

expresses being ‘present’, ‘available’, or ‘on hand’ and rarely expresses EXISTENCE in 

general, especially when the existence of a set object is obvious.  
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4   Profiling  

 
4.1   Basics 

 
4.1.1   The Periods 

 

As was stated in 2.1 I intend to examine the total number of tokens over the course of three 

periods in order to see the different patterns and trends that have developed over time. Before 

presenting the overall statistics, I will present the three different periods.  

 

 

4.1.1.1   Period 1 (born pre-1850) 
 

For the first period I chose to group together the three oldest Russian language authors whose 

texts were available in the RuN-corpus. I chose authors who were born before 1850 as the 

main categorization marker. I decided that these authors would represent the golden age of 

Russian literature in the 19th century. While there might be some criticism of my choice not to 

include other authors who are considered to be a part of the golden age pantheon, such as 

Čexov, my selection was made indiscriminately based solely on birth dates, and since Čexov 

was born after 1850 he does not qualify. 

 

Ivan Turgenev (1818-1883) 

Fedor Dostoevskij (1821-1881) 

Lev Tolstoj (1828-1910) 

 

 
4.1.1.2   Period 2 (born 1850-1940) 
 

In this middle period I chose to include authors who were born between 1850 and 1940. This 

forms a larger group than the first one, with nine authors (two of them are a duo that I have 

chosen to count as one, i.e. Ilf & Petrov). Unlike the first period, this period does not take into 

consideration any grouping of authors based on adherence to a literary era. As mentioned 
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above, Čexov is considered a golden age writer by many, while Bunin and Belyj are 

considered authors of the silver age of the late 19th century and early 20th century. 

 

Anton Čexov (1860-1904) 

Ivan Bunin (1870-1953) 

Andrej Belyj (1880-1934) 

Mixail Bulgakov (1891-1940) 

Boris Pil’njak (1894-1938) 

Ilja Ilf (1897-1937) 

Evgenij Petrov (1902-1942) 

Jurij Oleša (1899-1960) 

Vasilij Grossman (1905-1964)

 

 

4.1.1.3   Period 3 (born post-1940) 
 

In the third and last period it was easier to establish a common denominator between the 

authors. The denominator in this case being that every author in this period is still alive (at the 

date of writing), or at the very least that they all were born after 1940. The oldest author in the 

group is Ulickaja (1943-) and the youngest is Pelevin (1962-).  

 

Ljudmila Ulickaja (1943-) 

Viktor Erofeev (1947-) 

Marina Palej (1955-) 

Boris Akunin (1956-) 

Aleksej Slapovskij (1957-) 

Andrej Kurkov (1961-) 

Viktor Pelevin (1962-) 

 

 

4.1.2   Findings  

 

The total number of tokens of imet’ in the RuN-corpus in their lemma form is 1155. Of a 

library of original Russian texts that consists of 1,465,373 words, the number of occurrences 

of imet’ per 10,000 words is 7.8. If we do the same calculation with all the three periods 

separately, we see a clear decline of the usage from 10.7 in period 1 to 5.3 in period 3, with a 

large decline from period 1 to period 2 at a rate of -43.93%.  
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 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Total 

Lemma - imet’  662 342 151 1155 

Per 10.000 

words 

10.7 6 5.3 7.8 

% loss  -43.93 % -13.21%  
 

Table 2: The frequency of imet’ over the course of the three periods. 

 

The usage also varies from author to author, even within periods. The author with the highest 

usage score is Slapovskij in period 3, with a usage rate of 13.7 per 10,000 words. The author 

with the lowest usage score is also to be found in period 3, Kurkov, who has a usage score of 

3.8. 

 

The author who uses imet’ the most in sense of quantity is Tolstoj, who uses the verb 368 

times, with a usage score of 13.3. The author who uses imet’ least is Palej, who uses imet’ 

only three times (in a short text), but despite this has a usage score of 5.5. 

 
 
4.1.2.1   Statistics for Period 1 
 

This is the period in which imet’ is used the most often. Not only on average per 10,000 

words, but also in the sense of absolute quantity, where, as mentioned above, Tolstoj has the 

highest score in terms of word counts with 368 tokens. Following Tolstoj is Dostoevskij, with 

267. Both authors dwarf Turgenev, who has a mere 27 tokens. The period as a whole 

constitutes 662 tokens, which means that it represents 57.31% of all the tokens in the corpus, 

and excluding Turgenev, Tolstoj and Dostoevskij would still dominate with 54.97%.  

 

 Turgenev 

(1818-1883) 

Dostoevskij 

(1821-1881) 

Tolstoj 

(1828-1910) 

Total 

Lemma – imet’ 27 267 368 662 

Per 10.000 

words 

5.8 9 13.3 10.7 

 

Table 3: The frequency of imet’ in period 1. 
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4.1.2.2   Statistics for Period 2 
 

The author with the highest usage score per 10,000 words in this period is Oleša with 11.1, 

while in last place is Bulgakov with 4.4. The author with the highest quantity of tokens is 

Belyj, who uses it 85 times, while Bunin uses it only nine times. 

 

As seen in Table 2, the usage of imet’ significantly decreased by 43.93 %, from 10.7 

occurrences per 10,000 words to 6. One explanation is the decline of French as a strong 

second language among the Russian elite. This is a theme that will be further examined in 4.3. 

 

 Čexov 

(1860-

1904) 

Bunin 

(1870-

1953) 

Belyj 

(1880-

1934) 

Bulgakov 

(1891-

1940) 

Boris 

(1894-

1938)   

Ilya 

(1897-

1937) 

Petrov 

(1902-

1942) 

Oleša 

(1899-

1960) 

Grossman 

(1905-

1964)  

Total 

Lemma 

– imet’  

17 9 85 69 34 61 33 34 342 

Per 

10,000 

words 

4.9 4.6 5.9 4.4 7.3 7.7 11.1 5.9 6 

 

Table 4: The frequency of imet’ in period 2.  

 

 

4.1.2.3   Statistics for Period 3 
 

The author with the highest usage score per 10,000 words is Slapovskij, with a usage score of 

13.7, while in last place is Kurkov, with a score of 3.8. As mentioned above, these are also the 

highest and lowest scores of any period. 

 

The decrease of usage from the previous period by 13.21% only confirms that imet’ does not 
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shown any signs of replacing the u-construction as the default possessive construction in 

Modern Standard Russian, especially considering that the overall drop from period 1 to period 

3 is a total of 50.46%.      

 

 Ulickaja  

(1943-) 

Erofeev 

(1947-) 

Palej 

(1955-) 

Akunin 

(1956-) 

Slapovskij 

(1957-)  

Kurkov 

(1961-) 

Pelevin 

(1962-) 

Total 

Lemma 

– imet’  

33 6 3 65 7 29 8 151 

Per 

10,000 

words 

4.8 6.7 5.5 6.2 13.7 3.8 4.8 5.3 

 

Table 5: The frequency of imet’ in period 3. 

 

4.1.3   Tenses 

 

If we take a look at the different tenses in which imet’ occurs in terms of frequency, in which 

the present, past and future tense are represented, we see that the present form is the most 

often used. Since imet’ is an imperfective verb and does not have a perfective partner, only 

occurrences of the analytic future are present, with the auxiliary verb byt’ ‘be’ in the future 

tense in front of imet’ in infinitive.  

 

 Period 1 

(% of 662) 

Period 2 

(% of 342) 

Period 3 

(% of 151) 

Total 

(% of 1155) 

Present 281 (42.44%) 150 (43.85%) 73 (48.34%) 504 (43.63%) 

Past 257 (38.82%) 143 (41.81%) 61 (40.39%) 461 (39.91%) 

Analytic future 13 (1.96%) 7 (2.04%) 1 (0.66%) 21 (1.81%) 

Tenseless 111 (16.76%) 42 (12.28%) 16 (10.59%) 169 (14.63%) 

Total 662  342 151 1155 
 

Table 6: The usage of imet’ by grammatical tenses. 
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The past and the present tense both lie in a consistent range of 40% with little significant 

change over the course of all the periods, with the biggest one being a consistent increase of 

the present tense from 42.44% in period 1 to 48.34% in period 3, while the past tense went up 

and down from 38.82% in period 1 up to 41.81% in period 2 and then down to 40.39% in 

period 3. 

 

The biggest change in the sense of percentages is the decline of the analytic future from 

2.04% in period 2 to 0.66% in period 3, with only one single token. 

 

The other ‘tenseless’ cases, which consist of imperatives and infinitives (excluding the ones in 

analytic future constructions), also consistently dropped. In this case usage went from 16.76% 

in period 1 to 10.59% in period 3.  

 

Below are examples of the usage of past (50), present (51) and analytic future (52) from the 

RuN-corpus. 

 

(50) Oni znali, čto bolvan student duril, ne imel nikakix političeskix terrorističeskix celej. 

[They-NOM knew, that dummy student-NOM was-a-fool, not had no-kinds political terrorist 

goals-GEN] 

‘They knew that this halfwit of a student had been playing the fool, that there was no political 

or terrorist motive behind his act.’  

Life and Fate (Grossman, 1960); English translation: Robert Chandler, 2006. 

 

(51) No ja ne ponjal, kakoe otnošenie vse èto imeet k reklame. 

[But I-NOM not understood, what relation-ACC all this-NOM have-3SG to advertising-

DAT.] 

‘But I still don't see what all this has to do with advertising.’ 

Generation P (Pelevin, 1999); English translation: Andrew Bromfield, 2002.   
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(52) Ona budet imet’ v rukax den’gi, kotorye dast švejcaru i lakeju,... 

[She-NOM will-3SG have-INF in hands-LOC money-ACC, that gives-3SG porter-DAT and 

footman-DAT] 

‘She would have money in her hand to give the hall porter and the footman,…’ 

Anna Karenina (Tolstoj, 1878); English translation: Constance Garnett, 1901. 

 

 
4.1.4   Verb Forms 
 

 

4.1.4.1   Infinitive  

 

The total count of infinitives in the corpus is 196, or 16.96% of all tokens. But if we split  

them into the two categories of tenseless infinitives and where imet’ is used for analytic future 

in combination with the auxiliary verb byt’ ‘be’ in front of it, we see some interesting 

statistics.  

 

 Period 1 

(% of 662) 

Period 2 

(% of 342) 

Period 3 

(% of 151) 

Total (% of 

1155) 

Analytic future 13 (1.96%) 7 (2.04%) 1 (0.66%) 21 (1.81%) 

Tenseless 

infinitive  

123 (18.58%) 36 (10.52%) 16 (10.59%) 175 (15.15%) 

 

Table 7:The usage of imet’ in its infinitive form over the course of the three periods. 

 

Above we see that the biggest change is the decline of the tenseless infinitives from 18.58% 

in period 1 to 10.52% in period 2, with a minimal increase in period 3, with 10.59%. The 

analytic future is already covered in section 4.1.3. (53) and (54) are examples of imet’ in its 

infinitive form from the RuN-Corpus.    
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(53) A kak èto užasno ne imet’ nikakogo mnenija! 

[And how this terrible not have-INF any opinion-GEN] 

‘And how awful it is not to have any opinions!’ 

The Cherry Orchard (Čexov, 1904); English translation: Constance Garnett, 1923.  

 

(54) Kakoe èto možet imet’ značenie dja soldata, skazal Getmanov. 

[What this-NOM can-3SG have-INF meaning for soldier-GEN, said Getmanov-NOM.]   

‘“What can that matter to a soldier?” said Getmanov.’ 

Life and Fate (Grossman, 1960); English translation: Robert Chandler, 2006. 

   

 

4.1.4.2   The Gerund 

 

The gerund, which in this case is only the imperfective gerund, since imperfective verbs such 

as imet’ do not form a perfective gerund, is a verb form that has gone up and down in usage. 

From 4.68% of all tokens in period 1, with an increase to 5.84% in period 2 down to 1.98% in 

period 3.      

 

 Period 1 

(% of 662) 

Period 2 

(% of 342) 

Period 3 

(% of 151) 

Total 

(% of 1155) 

The Gerund 31 (4.68%) 20 (5.84%) 3 (1.98%) 54 (4.67%) 
 

Table 8: The usage of imet’ in its gerund form over the course of the three periods. 

 

Below are two examples of a gerund being used from the RuN-corpus: 

 

(55) Ne imeja detej, ona, estestvenno, dolžna byla obratit’sja preimuščestvenno v svetskuju 

ženščinu; no i svoj dom byl ej neobxodim. 

[Not having-GERUND children-GEN, she-NOM, naturally, must was address-INF mainly to 

society woman-ACC; but and her house-NOM was her-DAT necessary-INST.] 

‘Having no children, she was naturally bound to become a society woman, but her life, too, 

was essential to her.’  

The Eternal Husband (Dostoevskij, 1870); English translation: Constance Garnett, 1917) 
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(56) Žil istorik odinoko, ne imeja nigde rodnyx i počti ne imeja znakomyx v Moskve. 

[Lived historian-NOM lonely, not having-GERUND nowhere relatives-GEN and almost not 

having-GERUND acquaintances-GEN in Moscow-LOC.] 

‘The historian had lived solitarily, had no family anywhere and almost no acquaintances in 

Moscow.’  

The Master and Margarita (Bulgakov, 1967); English translation: Richard Pevear and Larissa 

Volokhonskij, 1997. 

 

 

4.1.4.3   Imperative 

 

The history of the imperative form of imet’ is the most dramatic rollercoaster of all the verb 

forms, being virtually non-existent in period 1, with only one case of usage by Tolstoj, which 

represents only 0.15% of all the tokens of that period; then rising to 3,8% in period 2; then 

finally falling to 0.66% in period 3, with only one token, as in period 1, in this case by 

Ulickaja.       

 

 Period 1 

(% of 662) 

Period 2 

(% of 342) 

Period 3 

(% of 151) 

Total 

(% of 1155) 

Imperative 1 (0.15%) 13 (3.8%) 1 (0.66%) 15 (1.29%) 
 

Table 9: The usage of imet’ in its imperative form over the course of the three periods. 

 

Below are two examples of imperative being used (57) (58) from the RuN-corpus: 

 

(57) No tol’ko ne smej idti sejčac že za mnoj, imej terpenie, podoždi zdes’. 

[But only not dare-IMPER go-INF now PTCL behind me-INST, have-IMPER patience-ACC, 

wait-IMPER here.] 

’Only don't you dare come after me at once, be patient, wait here,' 

The Master and Margarita (Bulgakov, 1967); English translation: Richard Pevear and Larissa 

Voloxonskij, 1997. 
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(58) Ja vam peredaču nosit’ ne budu, imejte èto v vidu. 

[I-NOM you-DAT transmission-ACC carry-INF not will-1SG, have-IMPER that-ACC in 

sight-LOC.]  

‘I shan't bring you anything, so keep that in mind.’ 

The Twelve Chairs (Ilf and Petrov, 1928); English translation: John Richardson, 1997. 

 
 
4.1.4.4   Participles   
 

Unlike all the constructions that have been seen above, the verb category of participles is the 

only one where usage increased in percentage. In period 1 the percentage was 9.36% of all 

tokens, which saw a small drop in period 2 to 8.77%, before eventually increasing to 11.92% 

in period 3. 

 

 Period 1 

(% of 662) 

Period 2 

(% of 342) 

Period 3 

(% of 151) 

Total  

(% of 1155) 

Pres. Act. Part.  29 (4.38%) 19 (5.55%) 11 (7.28%) 59 (5.1%) 

Past. Act. Part. 33 (4.98%) 11 (3.21%) 7 (4.63%) 51 (4.41%) 

Participles  62 (9.36%) 30 (8.77%) 18 (11.92%) 110 (9.52%) 
 

Table 10: The usage of imet’ in its participle forms over the course of the three periods. 

 

Out of the four types of participles in Modern Standard Russian, there are only two present in 

the RuN-Corpus: present active participles and past active participles. Past passive participles 

are not possible because they are only formed from perfective verbs. In principle, present 

passive participles should be possible, but they are very rare, especially in literature. A 

handful of examples of imet’ being used in this form can be found in the National Russian 

Corpus, but not in the RuN-Corpus.  

 

In the case of past active participles, we see in Table 10 that they follow the same pattern of a 

decrease in period 2, then an increase in period 3. The present participle actives never drop, 

but keep increasing in each new period, from a 4.38% usage score in period 1 to a 7.28% 

score in period 3. 
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Below are examples from the RuN-corpus of present participle active (59) (60) and past 

participle active (61) (62) being used:  

 

(59) Ja spravljalsja; vakansii net, a esli by i byla, to na nee uže desjat’ kandidatov, gorazdo 

bolee imejuščix parvo, čem on… 

[I-NOM managed: vacancy-GEN not, but if be-COND and was, then at her-GEN already ten 

candidates-GEN, by-far more having-PRES-PART-ACT right-ACC, than him-NOM…] 

'I’ve made inquiries; there’s no vacancy, and if there were, there are twenty applicants who 

have far more claim than he...' 

A Christmas Tree and a Wedding (Dostoevskij, 1848); English translation: Constance 

Garnett, 1918) 

  

(60) …dušoj ona toskovala po vysokomu obščeniju, soedineniju, slijaniju, vzaimnosti, ne 

imejuščej ni granic, ni beregov. 

[…soul-INST she-NOM yearned along tall communication-DAT, combination-DAT, 

confluence-DAT, reciprocity-DAT, not having-PRES-PART-ACT nor borders-GEN, nor 

coasts-GEN.] 

‘Her soul was yearning for many cultured conversations, a sense of unity, bonding, and 

reciprocation that would know neither limits nor boundaries.’ 

Sonechka (Ulickaja, 1998); English translation by Alina Ljubeznova (p.c.)  

 

(61) Daže u odnoj staroj devy, imevšej vyrazitel’nuju naružnost’ kozla, perestala bolet’ 

golova, nyvšaja u nee s detstva. 

[Even at one old maiden-GEN, having-PAST-PART-ACT significant appearance-ACC goat-

GEN, stopped be-ill head-NOM, whining-PAST-PART-ACT at her-GEN since childhood-

GEN.] 

‘The air is so pure that even a mean old lady who looked just like a goat stopped grumbling 

for once.’ 

Three Fat Men (Oleša, 1924); English translation: Fainna Glagoleva, 1964) 
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(62) Dvux dvorjan, imevšix slabost’ k vinu, napoili p’janymi klevrety Snetkova, a u tret’ego 

uvezli mundirnuju odeždu. 

[Two noblemen-GEN, having-PRES-PART-ACT weakness-ACC to wine-DAT, got-drunk 

drunkards-INST partisans-NOM Snetkov-GEN, and at third-GEN stole uniform clothes-

ACC.] 

‘Two noble gentlemen, who had a weakness for strong drink, had been made drunk by the 

partisans of Snetkov, and a third had been robbed of his uniform.’ 

Anna Karenina (Tolstoj, 1878); English translation: Constance Garnett, 1901. 

 

 
4.1.5   imet’sja – The Reflexive Form  

 

The story of the reflexive form imet’sja is a history unto itself which could span a master’s 

thesis. While not as frequently used as imet’ in the sense of number of tokens, unlike imet’ it 

is a verb that is increasing in usage.  

 

While imet’sja is barely used in period 1, with only two cases of usage, amounting to 0.03 per 

10,000 words, the amount increased to 0.5 in period 2, and then doubled in period 3 to 1 per 

10,000 words. 

 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Total 

Lemma – 

imet’sja 

2 27 29 58 

Per 10.000 

words 

0.03 0.5 1 0.9 

 

Table 11: The usage of imet’sja over the course of the three periods. 

 
It is also interesting to see that the usage varies from author to author. While there is always at 

least one case of imet’ in the works of all the authors, this is not the case for all authors when 

it comes to imet’sja. Of the 18 authors 5 do not use this verb. If we look at it in terms of 

percentage per period, we see that 33.3% of authors (1 out of 3) do not use this verb in period 

1, 37.5% (3 out of 8) in period 2, while only 14.3% (1 out of 7) do not use it in period 3.  
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 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Total 

Authors using 

imet’sja  

2 5 6 13 

Authors not 

using imet’sja 

1 3 1 5 

% using 

imet’sja 

66.6% 62.5% 85.7% 72.2% 

 

Table 12: The usage of imet’sja by authors in all periods. 

 

We can conclude here that with the exception of one author, imet’sja is a verb that gained a 

foothold in contemporary literature in period 3, and one might say that it will continue to 

grow in usage, judging by its continued growth in these findings. 

 

Let us look at three examples of the usage of imet’sja from the RuN-corpus from each period: 

 

(63) …i čto dal’nejšej poklaži v bagažnyx vagonax ne imeetsja, xotja bednost’ i ne porok, 

čego opjat’-taki nel’zja ne zametit’.  

[…and what further luggage-GEN in luggage wagons-LOC not is-3SG, although poverty and 

not vice, what again-such-PL cannot not notice-INF.]       

‘…and that there is no more luggage in the luggage carts, although poverty is not a vice, 

which again cannot be overlooked.’    

The Eternal Husband (Dostoevskij, 1870); English translation: Constance Garnett, 1917) 

 

(64) Ved’ neizvestno, čto imenno imeetsja u čeloveka, morda ili lico. 

[After-all unknown, that-NOM exactly have-3SG-R/P at human-GEN, snout-NOM or face-

NOM.] 

‘After all it is unknown exactly if humans have a snout or a face.’ 

The Master and Margarita (Bulgakov, 1967); English translation: Richard Pevear and Larissa 

Voloxonskij, 1997. 
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(65) Tot neponimajušče požal plečami, i ja vspomnil, čto u menja v karmane imeetsja darenyj 

leksikon.  

[There not-understanding shrugged shoulders-INST, and I-NOM remembered, that at me-

GEN in pocket-LOC have-3SG-R/P gift lexicon-ACC.] 

’Not understanding, I shrugged my shoulders, and remembered that at my place there were a 

gift lexicon.’ 

Turkish Gambit (Akunin, 1998); English translation: Andrew Bromfield, 2005. 

 

 
4.1.6   Summary 
 

Over the course of the three periods it is clear that the overall usage of imet’ decreased by half 

from the first to the third period, from 10.7 appearances per 10,000 words to 5.3, with a 

significant drop to 6 in period 2 already showing a strong decline between the first two 

periods. Splitting the usage into different categories involving tenses and verb forms, we 

generally see that percentagewise there are minimal differences between the usage of present 

and past tenses, with both lying at around forty percent in all periods with the present being 

the slightly larger one, while the usage of tenseless cases (infinitive and gerund) always 

decreases in each new period, while the analytic future remains small throughout, decreasing 

from 2.04% to 0.66%. While usage of the infinitive always decreases through each period, the 

verb forms of gerund and imperative emulate two rollercoasters that goes up in the middle 

period only to drop again, with imperative rising the highest, and dropping the lowest. The 

only verb form that saw an increased in usage following period 1 is the use of participles, 

which in period 1 was at 9.36%, increasing to 11.92% in period 3. Unlike imet’, it seems that 

the reflexive form imet’sja is growing in usage, being as good as absent in period 1 with a 

score of only 0.03 per 10,000 words, rising to 1 in period 3. All this is evidence that Russian 

will in no way evolve into an H-language judging by the trends in these findings. It seems that 

the reflexive form imet’sja is the one form that will thrive if the trend continues, with the 

irony being that this is a verb that in the majority of cases expresses EXISTENCE and not 

POSSESSION, showing that even the form of HAVE that is increasing in usage is for the 

most part used to express EXISTENCE and not POSSESSION.  
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4.2   Possessive Notions  

 

In his 1997 work, Possessions, Heine, as well as presenting us with possessive schemas, also 

presents to us a tool for the categorization of HAVE – seven possessive notions that can be 

applied to any language (Heine 1997: 33-34). These are notions that I intend to use in order to 

categorize all the tokens of imet’ in the RuN-corpus. But first, let me present an overview of 

the function of the notions as well as presenting examples from the RuN-corpus. 

 

Physical possession (PHYS) 

 

This notion is used when a possessor is in physical possession of a physical object in a 

specific time and place in a referenced time, either present, past or future.  

  

(66) Do you have a hammer I can borrow? (constructed by the author) 

 

(67) Ladno, budete vy imet’ kaloši zavtra, mnogouvažaemyj Filipp Filippovič, - dumal on,… 

[alright, will-2PL you-NOM have-INF galoshes-ACC tomorrow, dear Philipp Philipovich-

NOM, - thought he,…] 

‘Right. This means the end of your galoshes tomorrow, Philip Philipovich, he thought.’       

Heart of a Dog (Bulgakov, 1925); English translation: Michael Glenny, 1968.  

 

Temporary possession (TEMP) 

 

In this notion the possessor is in temporary control of the object, but the possessor cannot 

claim ownership over it.  

 

(68) I have a car that you can use, but return it back, because it belongs to my sister. 

(constructed by the author)  

 

The possession of money for the most part falls into this category because money is nothing 

but a means of acquiring something else. If you have money, the chances are great that you 

will spend it at some point and it will change hands (unless you are a coin collector, which 
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makes the money a permanent possession).   

 

(69) Ona budet imet’ v rukax den’gi, kotorye dast švejcaru i lakeju... 

[She-NOM will-3SG have-INF in hands-LOC money-ACC, that give-3SG doorman-DAT and 

lackey-DAT…] 

‘She would have money in her hand to give the hall porter and the footman…’ 

Anna Karenina (Tolstoj, 1878); English translation: Constance Garnett, 1901.   

 

Permanent possession (PERM) 

 

The object in the sentence is the property of the possessor, who has full responsibility over its 

fate. This notion is mostly associated with legal possession, in which the object is either paid 

for or inherited by one or more people.     

 

(70) My best friend has a summerhouse that I use all the time. (constructed by the author) 

 

(71) ...budet imet’ sobstvennyj bol’šoj dom, lošadej, koljasku, ženitsja i u nego rodjatcja deti... 

[...will-3SG have-INF own big house-ACC, horses-ACC, carriage-ACC, marry-3SG and at 

him born-3PL children-NOM…] 

‘...would have a big house of his own with horses and a carriage, would get married and have 

children...’  

The Darling (Čexov, 1899); English translation: Constance Garnett, 1912.    

 

Inalienable possession (INAL) 

 

The possessor in this case is inseparable from the object, wherever it is physically attached, 

like an arm, or a kinship relation, like one’s relation to a family member. These are objects 

you cannot choose not to have a relations to.      

 

(72) I have two arms / I have six brothers. (constructed by the author) 
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(73) Professor bol’še ne ženilsja i detej ne imel. 

[Professor-NOM more not married and children-GEN not had.] 

‘The Professor did not marry again and had no children.’ 

The Fateful Eggs (Bulgakov, 1925); English translation: Kathleen Gook-Horujy, 1990. 

 

Abstract possession (ABST) 

 

This is a type of possession in which the object is something non-physical, like a 

psychological state or a feeling; nonphysical concepts like honor or pleasure, but also non-

tangible objects made up of physical parts, like a disease.   

 

(74) He had the honor of meeting his childhood hero. (constructed by the author) 

 

(75) -Každyj čelovek imeet pravo utolit’ svoe ljubopytstvo, - podumal on. 

[Every person-NOM have-3SG right-ACC satisfy-INF one’s curiosity-ACC, - thought he-

NOM.] 

‘We’re all entitled to satisfy our curiosity, he thought.’  

Death and the Penguin (Kurkov, 1996); English translation: George Bird, 2001.   

 

Inanimate inalienable possession (IN/I) 

 

This notion is basically the same as the inalienable possessive notion mentioned above, with 

the only difference being that the possessor is an inanimate subject, like a table or a house.   

 

(76) The table has four legs. (constructed by the author) 

 

(77) …no lica siluèta my ne mogli razobrat’ (siluèty lic ne imejut);… 

[...but faces-ACC silhouette-GEN we not could demolish-INF (silhouettes faces-GEN not 

have-3PL);... 

‘But we could not make out his face (silhouettes, after all, have no faces).’ 

Petersburg (Belyj, 1913); English translation: Robert A. Maguire, John E. Malmstad, 1978. 
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Inanimate alienable possession (IN/A) 

 

Just like the previous notion, this one is also inanimate. Here the object in possession is 

separable from the possessor.   

 

(78) The table has a lot beer bottles on it. (constructed by the author)   

 

Strangely enough, in his notion of the abstract possession, Heine does not distinguish between 

inanimate and animate possessors. 

 

(79) Vse suda, kogda-libo xodivšie na morjax, zapisany čelovečestvom, zaregistrirovany, ibo 

suda, kak ljudi, imejut pasporta.  

[All vessels-NOM, that-have-ever gone-PAST-PART-ACT on seas-LOC, written-down-

PAST-PART-PASS mankind-INST, registered-PAST-PART-PASS, for vessels-NOM, like 

people-NOM, have-3PL passports-ACC.]     

‘All vessels that ever crossed the oceans are written down by mankind, registered, like people, 

vessels have passports.’  

Korni japonskogo colnca (Pil’njak, 1928); Translation by the author.  

 

 
4.2.1 – Corpus data 

 

The general consensus among linguists about the verb imet’ is that it is mostly used for 

abstract objects, while the u-construction is used for non-abstract objects. Let us see how this 

consensus lines up with the findings in the RuN-corpus.    
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 PHYS TEMP PERM  INAL ABST IN/I IN/A Total 

number 

of 

tokens 

Period 

1 

11 

(1.68%) 

11 

(1.68%) 

9 

(1.38%) 

25 

(3.84%) 

594 

(91.24%) 

1 

(0.15%) 

0 

(0%) 

651 

(100%) 

Period 

2 

13 

(3.9%) 

7 

(2.1%) 

13 

(3.9%) 

19 

(5.7%) 

273 

(81.98%) 

6 

(1.8%) 

2 

(0.6%) 

333 

(100%) 

Period 

3 

3 

(2.41%) 

1 

(0.8%) 

2 

(1.61%) 

7 

(5.64%) 

111 

(89.51%) 

0 

(0%) 

0 

(0%) 

124 

(100%) 

Total  27 

(2.43%) 

19 

(1.71%) 

24 

(2.16%) 

51 

(4.6%) 

978 

(88.26%) 

7 

(0.63%) 

2 

(0.18%) 

1108 

(100%) 
 

Table 13: The number of cases of Heine’s possessive notions, as well as percentage of all cases. 

 

Evidently, the findings in the RuN-corpus seem to support the general consensus mentioned 

above. Over the course of all three periods the abstract notion seems to be the most used one 

by far, dwarfing the usage of the remaining six notions, representing over 80% of all cases in 

all the periods.  

 

But I will also point out that the picture is not that black-and-white, because one might have 

first thought that period 1 would be the most diverse period in the sense of usage of different 

notions because of the strong French influence on the Russian language in 18th and the 19th 

century Tsarist Russia. One might have expected to find more usage of the other notions 

percentagewise. But as we see in Table 13, this is not the case, because period 2 is the most 

diverse one, with at least one case of usage in all categories, while in the other two periods 

some categories are empty. The usage of the abstract notion drops almost ten percent from 

91.24% to 81.98% from period 1 to period 2, and then rises from 81.98% to 89.51% from 

period 2 to period 3, which noticeably is not higher than the usage in period 1.  

 

As one can see in Table 13, both inanimate notions, IN/I and IN/A, are the least used ones in 

all three periods. In period 1 only a single case of IN/I is used by Tolstoj, while cases of IN/A 

are absent. Both notions had their renaissance in period 2, with six cases of IN/I and two cases 
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of IN/A (both cases of IN/A are used by Pil’njak). In period 3 both these notions decrease to 

zero cases.       

 

 

4.2.2   Accusative Objects used in the Corpus 

 

Looking at which accusative objects are most frequently used in combination with imet’, it is 

clear that all the top five subjects in each period are exclusively abstracts. In all three periods 

the most frequently used object is pravo ‘truth’ or ‘right’, representing 11.67% of all 

accusative objects in period 1, while second place is far behind at 4.14%. This gap between 

first and second place later decreases, resulting in pravo taking the lead at 8.06% in period 3, 

less than one percent more than the second place, which has 7.25%.   

 

 Period 1 

(% of 651) 

Period 2 

(% of 333) 

Period 3 

(% of 124) 

1 pravo ‘truth/right’ 

(76) – 11.67% 

pravo ‘truth/right’ 

(26) – 7.8% 

pravo ‘truth/right’ 

(10) – 8.06% 

2 delo ‘business’ 

(27) – 4.14%  

vid ‘sight’  

(21) – 6.3% 

otnošenije ‘relation’, 

značenije ‘meaning’ 

(9) – 7.25% 

3 vid ‘sight’  

(26) – 3.99% 

delo ‘business’ 

(14) – 4.2%   

delo ‘business’, 

vozmožnost’ 

‘oppurtunity’ 

(6) – 4.83% 

4 čest’ ‘honor’ 

(21) – 3.22% 

čest’ ‘honor’, 

otnošenije ‘relation’  

(11) – 3.3%  

smysl’ ‘meaning, 

purpose’, ponjatije 

‘understanding’, 

mesto ‘place’  

(4) – 3.22% 

5 značenije ‘meaning’ 

(19) – 2.91% 

značenije ‘meaning’ 

(6) – 1.8%  

 8 sharing 5th place – 

(2) – 1.61%  
 

Table 14: An overview of the five most used accusative objects in all three periods. 
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When categorizing all the different accusative objects into the different categories, I first of 

all had to be careful not to include grammaticalizatied frozen constructions, like imet’ v vidu 

[have-INF in sight-LOC] and imet’ v myslax [have-INF in thoughts-LOC], which we will take 

a further look at in section 4.3.  

 

Another combination is a little more complicated, since context is crucial. The combination in 

question is imet’ mesto [have-INF place-ACC]. Not only does one have to be careful about 

the word mesto itself, which does not only mean ‘place’, but can also refer to a seat in a 

theater or a job position. imet’ mesto seems to be a frozen construction which is used to 

express the meaning of ‘take place’ and other forms of existence. All four examples of its use 

that occur in period 3 express EXISTENCE or something ‘taking place’, and do not express 

POSSESSION. I will not conclude for certain that a grammaticalization has taken place, 

because of the lack of empirical evidence on a broader scale. For now I choose to include the 

mentioned four instances in Table 14. Below are two examples of imet’ mesto being used to 

express existence.  

 

(80) Levaja ruka ee uperlas’ v zemlju, a pravaja -v ee sobstvennyj nosovoj kletčatyj platok, 

proležavšij zdes’ sutki i svoej kraxmal’noj skrjučennost’ju kak raz i javljajuščij dokazatel’stvo 

togo, čto včerašnee cobytie dejstvitel’no imelo mesto. 

[Left hand-NOM her sat to ground, and right-NOM -to her own nasal checkered 

handkerchief-ACC, lying-PAST-PART-ACT here twenty-four-hours in her starched twist-

INST like time and existing-PRES-PART-ACT evidence-ACC that-GEN, that yesterday’s 

event-NOM really had place-ACC.] 

‘Her left hand pressed down on the ground, and her right pressed into her own plaid 

handkerchief which had lain here for twenty-four hours and whose crumpled, starchy texture 

did indeed prove that yesterday 's event had taken place.’  

Medea and Her Children (Ulickaja, 1996); English translation: Arch Tait, 2002. 
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(81) Čto že do ob”javlennoj eju ljubvi k moej skromnoj persone, to, esli stol’ lestnoe dja 

menja čuvstvo i imeet mesto byt’, tak bez malejšix namekov na strast’ neplatoničeskogo 

svojstva. 

[What PTCL before announced her-INST love-GEN to my modest person-DAT, that, if table 

complimentary for me-GEN feeling-NOM and have-3SG place be-INF, like without slightest 

hints-GEN to passion-ACC non-platonic property-GEN.] 

‘And as for the love that this individual declared for my own humble personage, if a feeling 

so very flattering to me should indeed exist, then it is without the slightest hint of any passion 

of a non-platonic nature.’ 

Coronation (Akunin, 2000); English translation: Andrew Bromfield, 2010. 

 

 

4.2.2.1   Non-abstract Accusatives 

 

As mentioned above, the general consensus is that in the vast majority of cases imet’ is used 

in combination with an abstract object. But this has not prevented the verb from being used in 

combination with non-abstract accusative objects, even animate objects. Below are two lists, 

one with inanimate non-abstract accusative objects and one with animate accusative objects. 

A full list of all accusative objects in the RuN-corpus, abstract and non-abstract, is in the 

appendix. 

 

balyčok ‘balyk’ (dim.) 

bašmačok ‘shoe’ (dim.) 

bereg ‘coast’ 

bilet ‘ticket’ 

bumažnik ‘wallet’  

den’gi ‘money’ 

dokazatel’stvo ‘evidence’  

dom ‘house’, ‘home’ 

èkipaž ‘carriage’ 

forma ‘uniform’ 

georgija ‘order of George’ 

kapusta ‘cabbage’  

kartočka ‘card’ 

ključ ‘key’ 

knut ‘whip’ 

komnata ‘room’ 

konfet ‘candy’  

koren’ ‘root’ 

koronka ‘crown’ (dim.) 

krep ‘crêpe’ 

kryša ‘roof’ 

kuča ‘heap’ 

kvartira ‘apartment’  

kvas ‘kvass’ 

lico ‘face’ 

mesto ‘place’ 
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noga ‘foot’ 

nož ‘knife’ 

ob“ekt ‘object’ 

ogoroda ‘kitchen garden’ 

oreol ‘halo’ 

parovoz ‘steam locomotive’ 

pasport ‘passport’ 

pereponka ‘membrane’  

pis’mo ‘letter’ 

pistolet ‘pistol’ 

počva ‘soil/ground’ 

poldominka ‘half a house’ (dim.) 

profknižnik ‘union book’ 

provod ‘wire’  

rubaška ‘shirt’ 

rubl’ ‘ruble’ 

ruž’e ’gun’ 

šar ‘circle’ 

šarik ‘balloon’ 

sigara ‘cigar’ 

škola ‘school’ 

šljapa ‘hat’ 

sloj ‘layer’ 

snast’ ‘rope’ 

stol’ ‘table’ 

stul ‘chair’ 

šuba ‘fur coat’ 

telegramma ‘telegram’  

uxa ‘ukha’  

vešč’ ‘thing’ 

xarči ‘food’ 

xleb ‘bread’ 

zemlja ‘earth’ 

žitel’stvo ‘residence’ 

zub ‘tooth’ 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
List of non-abstract inanimate subjects in the RuN-corpus. 
 
 
 
Adam ‘Adam’ 

drug ‘friend’ 

drugoj ‘other’  

Insarov ‘Insarov’ (name) 

kopirajter ‘copywriter’ 

kura ‘chicken’ 

lico ‘figure’ 

muž ‘husband’ 

narod ‘people’  

naslednik ‘heir’ 

on ‘he’ 

plemjannik ‘nephew’ 

pomoščnik ‘helper’ 

predok ‘ancestor’ 

professor ‘professor’  

rebenok ‘child’ 
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rodnoj ‘relative’ 

rodstvennik ‘relative’ 

semejstvo ‘family’ 

sem’ja ‘family’ 

služanka ‘housemaid/servant’ 

sogljadataj ‘spy’ 

suprug ‘spouse’ (husband) 

syn ‘son’  

vy ‘you’ (pl.) 

žena ‘wife’ 

znakomstvo ‘acquaintance’ 

znakomyj ‘acquaintance’ 

 

 

 

 

 

List of animate subjects in the RuN-corpus. 
 

 

The categorization of accusative objects as abstract and non-abstract can sometime be a blurry 

one, especially when a word has multiple meanings, like we saw with mesto ‘place’ above, 

which depending on context can be abstract or non-abstract. But one word, although it is 

lexically a non-abstract object, can also be used in a metaphorical way. The word in question 

is serdce ‘heart’, which in the literal sense is the organ that pumps blood, while in a 

metaphorical sense describes the love and affection a person has. In the RuN-corpus, serdce 

‘heart’ is exclusively used in a metaphorical sense and never refers to the existence of the 

organ and therefore is not included in the list above. 

 

Another object that can appear in multiple categories is lico, which has the lexical meaning of 

the front part of a human head, but can in other contexts be synonymous with the abstract 

notion of facial expressions, like in the sentence ‘he had a terrified face’. lico can also be 

used to refer to a person, like in the sentence ‘He is the face of the company’. In the RuN-

Corpus lico appears both as an inanimate and animate non-abstract accusative object, as well 

as an abstract one. 

 

 

4.2.2.2   Non-abstracts through the periods 
 

If we take a look at how many examples there are of non-abstract accusatives in all three 

periods, we see that period 2 has the highest percentage of non-abstracts, even doubling in 
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size from 7.06% in period 1 to 14.71% in period 2, and then dropping to 8.06% in period 3. 

This seems to mirror the up-and-down curve of the non-abstract notions seen in Table 13, 

being at their lowest usage in period 1, then significantly increasing in usage in period 2, then 

down in period 3, but never lower than in period 1, with the only exceptions being TEMP and 

IN/I notions.   

 

If the non-abstracts are split into the categories of animate and inanimate, the same up-and-

down pattern is present, with a significant increase of the inanimate ones from 3.99% in  

period 1 to 10.21% in period 2.        

 

 Period 1 

(% of 651) 

Period 2  

(% of 333) 

Period 3 

(% of 124) 

Total 

(% of 1108) 

Animate  

objects 

20 (2.91%) 15 (5.7%) 4 (3.22%) 38 (3.42%) 

Inanimate non-

abstracts  

26 (3.99%)  34 (10.21%) 6 (4.83%) 66 (5.95%) 

All non-

abstracts 

46 (7.06%) 49 (14.71%) 10 (8.06%) 104 (9.38%) 

 

Table 15: Usage of animate and inanimate non-abstracts in all three periods. 

 

As seen in the lists of both animate and inanimate non-abstract objects in 4.2.2.1, there is no 

shortage of unique objects, with 61 inanimate and 28 animate ones. Despite these numbers, 

only a handful of objects in each category are used more than once, with a total of 7 unique 

inanimate and 4 unique animate accusatives. 
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 Period 1 Period 2 Period  3 

1 den’gi ‘money’ 

(4) 

den’gi ‘money’ 

(5) 

dokazatel’stvo 

‘proof’  

(2) 

2 dom ‘house/home’ 

(3) 

provod ‘wire’ 

(3) 

 

3 rubl’ ‘ruble’, 

kvartira ‘apartment’ 

(2) 

komnata ‘room’ 

(2) 

 

 

Table 16: Inanimate non-abstract accusatives that appears multiple times in all three periods. 

 

Above we see that the word den’gi ‘money’ is the most used inanimate non-abstract in both 

period 1 and period 2, while dokazatel’stvo ‘proof’ is the most used one in period 3. Below 

are two examples using den’gi ‘money’ as an object (10) (11).    

 

(82) -Vremja, - skazal on, - kotoroe my imeem, - èto den’gi, kotoryx my ne imeem.  

[- Time-NOM, - said he-NOM, - that-ACC we have-1PL, - is money-NOM, that-GEN we-

NOM not have-1PL.] 

‘The time we have," he said," is the money we don't have.’ 

The Twelve Chairs (Ilf and Petrov, 1928); English translation: John Richardson, 1997. 

 

(83) U franta umerla tetka, imevšaja očen’ mnogo deneg, ešče bol’še vesnušek i ne imevšaja 

ni odnogo rodstvennika.  

[At dandy-GEN died aunt-NOM, having-PAST-PART-ACT lots money-GEN, still more 

freckles-GEN and not having- PAST-PART-ACT nor one relative-ACC.] 

‘The fop's aunt had just died. She had a lot of money, still more ugly freckles and not a single 

other relative.’ 

Three Fat Men (Oleša, 1924); English translation: Fainna Glagoleva, 1964) 
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 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 

1 rebenok ‘child’ 

(8)  

rebenok ‘child’ 

(4) 

rebenok ‘child’ 

(2) 

2 rodnoj 

‘family/native’, muž 

‘husband’ 

(2) 

žena ‘wife’ 

(3)  

 

 

Table 17: Animate objects that appears multiple times in all three periods. 

 

In Table 17, we see that rebenok ‘child’ is at the top in all three periods. With one exception, 

rebenok ‘child’ is only used in its irregular plural form deti ‘children’ (detej in accusative and 

genitive).  

 

Another noteworthy phenomenon is that all the animate objects that are used multiple times 

are related to kinship: rebenok ‘child’, muž ‘husband’, žena ‘wife’, and rodnoj 

‘family’/‘native’. (84) and (85) are examples of rebenok ‘child’ being used in the RuN-

corpus.  

 

(84) Neuželi ty ne xočeš’ imet’ sobstvennogo rebenka? 

[Really you-NOM not want-2SG have-INF own child-ACC?] 

‘Would she not like a child of her own?’ 

Death and the Penguin (Kurkov, 1996); English translation: George Bird, 2001. 

 

(85) Pjatnadcat’ let ona ne imela detej. 

[Fifteen years-GEN she-NOM not have children-GEN.] 

‘She had been sterile for fifteen years.’ 

Life and Fate (Grossman, 1960); English translation: Robert Chandler, 2006. 
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4.2.3   Summary 
 

As is clearly shown in Table 13, the abstract notions are dominant, well above the remaining 

six notions, with over 80% of all usage in all three periods. This more or less falls in line with 

the general consensus that imet’ is mostly used together with abstract accusatives. However, 

there are some nuances that are interesting to point out. One of them is the amount of non-

abstract notions, which increases in usage from 8.76% in period 1 to 18.02% in period 2 and 

then decreases to 10.49% in period 3, which is slightly higher than in period 1. Although the 

vast majority of notions are still abstracts, it is nevertheless interesting that an increase of non-

abstracts would occur in period 2, since one would have thought it would decrease due to less 

French influence. When it comes to the accusative objects it is also clear here that the most 

used objects throughout all the periods are all abstracts: all top five most used objects are 

abstracts, with pravo ‘truth’ / ’right’ being the most used one in all periods. Non-abstract 

accusatives like the non-abstract possessive notions follow the same rollercoaster pattern, 

doubling from 7.96% of all accusatives in period 1 to a 14.71% in period 2, and decreasing to 

8.06% in period 3, which is a slight increase from period 1. The same rollercoaster pattern 

emerges if we divide the non-abstracts into the categories of animate and inanimate non-

abstracts. The total number of non-abstracts is 89 (61 inanimate, 28 animate). Although this 

might seem like a huge amount, only a handful in each of these categories are used more than 

once. Among the inanimate non-abstract accusatives there are seven in total, with den’gi 

‘money’ being the top one in periods 1 and 2, while dokazatel’stvo ‘proof’ is the only 

accusative used more than once in period 3. Interestingly, the animate accusatives that are 

used multiple times are exclusively related to kinship, with rebenok ‘child’ being the most 

used one in all periods.   
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4.3   The French Connection 
 

As many Russophiles already know, French culture used to have a strong presence among the 

Russian elites, from the early eighteenth to the early twentieth century. This of course 

includes the strong presence of the French language, which had its heyday in the Napoleonic 

era, when French was spoken by practically everyone in the Russian elite. 

 

Like in many other languages of Europe at that time, there was an important influx of French 

loanwords into the Russian language. Many of these words that have become international 

words and part of everyday use, such as the Russian muzej from the French musée, teatr from 

théâtre and bagaž from bagage, words that have equivalents in many of the languages of the 

world, including of course English. But there are also some loanwords from French that seem 

not to have found their way into English: among the most frequent ones are košmar from 

cauchemar ‘nightmare’, èkran from écran ‘screen’ and pljaž from plage ‘beach’. 

 

But it was not only loanwords that were incorporated into the Russian language. Russian also 

incorporated some syntax structures from French. One of these was the increased use of the 

action schema in possessive contexts. As mentioned in section 3.2, the strong influence of 

French and German caused the Russian language to revive the before then dormant verb imet’ 

in line with the French and German constructions. We are going to look at the most apparent 

influence from French and compare Russian sentences to French ones.     

 

 

4.3.1   Frozen Constructions and Phrases  

 

As already mentioned in 3.2.2, several fixed phrases with HAVE in French were translated 

word-for-word (excluding articles) into Russian. These phrases and expressions have 

equivalents in most European languages, and most often share the same syntactic structure, 

something that is also true for Russian, which started using its old and almost forgotten 

HAVE in order to match the French sentences. Clancy presents his own table of accusative 

objects that are linked to imet’ found in a wide range of 19th and 20th century Russian 
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literature (Clancy 2010:145-147). He splits these into different categories, such as abstracts, 

kinship, body parts, etc. But he also distinguishes phrases as a distinct category, which are 

presented in Table 18 below, together with English translations by Clancy and French 

translations made by the author.               

 

Russian English French 

Imet’ (čto) protiv 

(kogo/čego) 

Have (something) against  Avoir (quelque chose) contre 

(quelqu'un/quelque chose)   

Imet’(čto) v vidu  Have (something) in mind, 

mean  

Avoir (quelque chose) en vue 

Imet’ čest’ (+INF) Have the honor (to X) Avoir l'honneur (X) 

Imet’ delo (s kem, do kogo)  Have something (to do with 

something) 

Avoir affaire à quelque 

chose / quelqu’un 

Imet’ otnošenie k 

komu/čemu  

Have an attitude toward 

someone/something 

Avoir une attitude envers 

quelqu'un/quelque chose  

Imet’ v mysljax + INF  Have in thoughts to X Avoir à l'esprit de X 

Imet’ smysl Have meaning, make sense Avoir un sens 

Imet’ vlast’ (nad kem) Have authority (over 

someone.) 

Avoir autorité (sur 

quelqu'un/quelque chose) 

Imet’ vlijanie na kogo/čto  Have an influence on 

someone/someone 

Avoir une influence sur 

quelqu'un/quelque chose 

Imet’ značenie   Have meaning, mean Avoir un sens 

Imet’ čto + INF  Have something to X Avoir quelque chose à + INF 
 

Table 18: Russian phrases with the verb imet’ (Clancy, 2010:146-147), lined up with English translations by 

Clancy and French translations by the author. 

 

I will note here that I choose to exclude the phrase imet’ čto + INF in further statistics because 

čto is not necessarily the object of imet’, but can be the object of the verb in infinitive.  
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One odd construction is imet’ v vidu [have-INF in sight-LOC], which is one of the common 

ways in Modern Standard Russian to express the meaning of ‘have in mind’ or to ‘mean’. It is 

also quite evident that imet’ v vidu is a word-for-word translation of the French phrase avoir 

en vue [Have-INF in sight]. Take the sentences in (86) as examples: 

 

(86) English: I have an easier solution in mind. (Constructed by the author) 

French: J'ai en vue une solution bien plus facile. (Christine Meklenborg Nilsen, p.c.)  

[I-have-1SG-IND in sight a solution really more easy.]   

Russian: Ja imeju v vidu bolee prostoe rešenie. (Constructed by the author)   

[I-NOM have-1SG in sight-LOC more easier solution-ACC ] 

 

Note that vid is not an accusative object in the sentence but bears locative case. Syntactically, 

the solution is the accusative object, as the possessor ‘has’ a solution in his or her ‘sight’. 

Below are two examples of its use in the corpus.  

 

(87a) Russian: -Čto vy imeete v vidu? -Ja imeju v vidu, čto v Kieve est’ destskie bol’nicy, v 

každoj bol’nice est’ reanimacija, - spokojno govoril Ilja Semenovič. 

[What you have-3PL in sight-LOC? -I have-1SG in sight-LOC, that in Kiev-LOC are children 

hospitals-NOM, in every hospital-LOC is reanimation-NOM, - calmly said Ivan 

Semyonovich.] 

Death and the Penguin (Kurkov, 1996) 

 

(87b) English: “How do you mean?” he asked , dumbfounded. - I mean that there are 

children’s hospitals in Kiev, each with its life-support unit, Ilya Semyonovich said calmly.’ 

Translation: George Bird, 2001. 

 

(87c) French: Qu’est- ce que vous entendez par là? J’entends que Kiev compte plusieurs 

hôpitaux pour enfants, et que chacun a son service de réanimation, expliqua-t-il calmement. 

[What-is- that that you hear-2PL-PRES-IND by there? I hear-1SG-PRES-IND that Kiev 

count-1SG-PRES-IND several hospitals for children, and that each has-3SG-PRES-IND its 

service of reanimation, explained-3SG-PAST-HIST-he calmly.] 
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Translation: Nathalie Amargier, 2000.    

 

(88a) Russian: Ne tak xoroša, kak ona, byvalo, xotela byt’ xoroša na bale, no xoroša dlja toj 

celi, kotoruju ona teper’ imela v vidu.  

[Not as good, as she-NOM, used-to, wanted be-INF good at ball-LOC, but good for this  

goal-GEN, that-ACC she-NOM now-a-days had in sight-LOC.] 

Anna Karenina (Tolstoj, 1878) 

 

(88b) English: Not nice as she would have wished to look nice in old days at a ball, but nice 

for the object which she now had in view. 

Translation: Constance Garnett, 1901. 

 

(88c) French: Elle se trouvait belle, non pas comme elle eut désiré l’être pour un bal, mais de 

cette beauté qu’elle recherchait, et qui était spécialement adaptée aux circonstances 

présentes. 

[She REFL find-3SG-IMPERF-IND beautiful, no not as she had-3SG-PAST-HIST-IND 

desired-PAST-PART it be-INF for a ball, but of this beauty that she search-for-3SG-IMPEF-

IND, and that be-3SG-IMPEF-IND especially adapted-PAST-PART to=the circumstances 

present.] 

Translation: J. Wladimir Bienstock, 1896.      

 

Note that Garnett in (88b) has translated imela v vidu word-for-word as had in view, while 

avoir en vue is absent from Bienstock’s translation.  

   

Another phrase imet’ v mysljax [have-INF in thoughts-LOC] is similar in construction to imet’ 

v vidu, in that they both contain a locative prepositional phrase, but instead of being followed 

by a noun, imet’ v mysljax is followed by a verb in the infinitive. An English equivalent to a 

sentence like ja imeju v mysljax pročitat’ etu knigu [I-NOM have-1SG in thoughts-LOC read-

INF that book-ACC] would be ‘I have the intention of reading that book’. This is also a quite 

rare construction, with only a single example of usage in the RuN-corpus by Bulgakov.   
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(89a) Russian: Ja i v mysljax ne imel vas trevožit’.  

[I-NOM and in thoughts-LOC not had you-ACC trouble-INF.] 

The Master and Margarita (Bulgakov, 1967) 

 

(89b) French: Je ne songeais pas un instant à vous tourmenter. 

[I not dream-1SG-IMPERF-IND not an instant on you torment-INF.] 

Translation: Robert Laffont, 1968 

  

(89c) English: I never even thought of troubling you. 

Translation: Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky, 1997. 

 

 

4.3.2   Usage in the Corpus 
 

In Table 18 all phrases have English and French equivalents. But how frequently are the 

Russian phrases used through the three periods? The amount and percentage of usage is 

presented in Table 19 below. 

 

Russian Period 1 

(% of 662) 

Period 2 

(% of 342) 

Period 3 

(% of 151) 

Total 

(% of 1155) 

Imet’ (čto) protiv 

(kogo/čego) 

3  

(0.45%) 

1 

(0.29%) 

0 

(0%) 

4 

(0.34%) 

Imet’(čto) v vidu  13 

(1.96%) 

14 

(4.09%) 

27 

(17.88%) 

54 

(4.67%) 

Imet’ čest’ (+INF) 21 

(3.17%) 

11 

(3.21%) 

2  

(1.32%) 

34 

(2.94%) 

Imet’ delo 27 

(4.07%) 

14 

(4.09%) 

6 

(3.97%) 

47 

(4.06%) 

Imet’ otnošenie k 

komu/čemu  

2  

(0.3%) 

11 

(3.21%) 

9 

(5.96%) 

22 

(1.9%) 
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Imet’ v mysljax + INF  0 

(0%) 

1 

(0.29%) 

0 

(0%) 

1 

(0.08%) 

Imet’ smysl 14  

(2.11%) 

5 

(1.46%) 

4 

(2.64%) 

23 

(1.99%) 

Imet’ vlast’ (nad kem) 6 

(0.9%) 

4 

(1.16%) 

0 

(0%) 

10 

(0.86%) 

Imet’ vlijanie na 

kogo/čto  

12 

(1.81%) 

0 

(0%) 

0 

(0%) 

12 

(1.03%) 

Imet’ značenie  19 

(2.87%) 

6 

(1.75%) 

9 

(5.96%) 

34 

(2.94%) 

Total 117/662 

(17.67%)  

67/342 

(19.59%) 

57/151 

(37.74%) 

241/1155 

(20.86%) 

 

Table 19: Usage of Clancy’s phrases over the course of the three periods. 

 

In Table 19 there are both winners and losers, phrases that decrease and increases in usage. 

Four of the five ‘losers’ have entirely disappeared by period 3; these being imet’ vlijanie, 

imet’ vlast’, imet’ v mysljax, and imet’ protiv, with imet’ čest’ at only 1.32% of all tokens, 

while imet’ delo remains unchanged with a marginal decrease from 4.07% to 3.97%. The 

most noticeable disappearance is imet’ vlijanie, which was used 12 times (1.81% of all 

tokens) in period 1, but zero times in the two consecutive periods. 

 

But there are also ‘winners’, with four increasing in usage; these being imet’ v vidu, imet’ 

otnošenie, imet’ smysl and imet’ značenie. The one with the highest increase is imet’ v vidu, 

going from representing only 1.96% of all the tokens in period 1, doubling this amount in 

period 2 to 4.09%, then rising to 17.88% in period 3, where it takes first place ahead of imet’ 

otnošenie and imet’ značenie, both of which are at 5.96%. 

 

Despite only four out of nine phrases increasing in usage, all the phrases combined represent 

37.74% of all tokens in period 3, which is double the amount in period 1, which was 17.67%. 

This is largely due to the large increase of imet’ v vidu. This means that roughly one third of 
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all the tokens of imet’ in period 3 are composed of phrases from Table 18. imet’ v vidu alone 

constitutes 17.88% in period 3, which amounts to one sixth of all cases. It is also slightly 

higher than the combined percentage of all the phrases in period 1.      

 

We can conclude from this that these French phrases and frozen constructions seem to be the 

constructions with imet’ that are gradually taking over, and might even constitute over 50% in 

the next generation, before imet’ is eventually exclusively used in frozen constructions.  

 

 

4.3.3   Auxiliary and light verbs   

 

As we already know, Russian does not employ imet as an auxiliary verb; this function is 

performed by byt’ ‘be’. Old East Slavic, which had a present and past perfect, did employ an 

auxiliary, which was byti ‘be’ and not imeti’ ‘have’. Russian, unlike Germanic and Romance 

languages, avoids auxiliary verbs in the temporal system (except for the analytic imperfective 

future). In any case, Russian will never use, and has never used, imet’ as a temporal auxiliary. 

However, there are some cases that suspiciously resemble instances of imet’ as an auxiliary, 

which is most likely due to French influence. But before looking into this, it is important to 

highlight a trap that it is easy to fall into, which is to confuse auxiliary verbs with light verbs. 

Therefore we should here go through the basics of what constitutes an auxiliary verb and a 

light verb.  

 

Auxiliary verbs: These verbs have the function of expressing tenses, moods or voices. The 

group is usually split into two categories, modal auxiliaries and temporal auxiliaries. Modal 

auxiliaries, verbs such as can, may, must, shall, will, etc., express modality. Temporal 

auxiliaries express tenses and voices. Since the examples from the RuN-corpus are all of 

temporal usage, I chose not to look further into modals, and instead look at examples of 

usages of HAVE as a temporal auxiliary in three languages, English, French and German, as 

well as how these are usually translated into Modern Standard Russian. 
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(90a) English: I have seen the sun. 

(90b) French: J'ai vu le soleil.  

[I have-1SG-PRES-IND seen-PAST-PART the sun.] 

 (90c) German: Ich habe die Sonne gesehen. 

[I have-1SG-PRES the sun seen-PART-PART.] 

(90d) Russian: Ja videl/uvidel solnce.  

[I-NOM saw-IMPERF/saw-PERF sun-ACC.] 

(constructed by the author) 

 

(91a) English: He has done his homework. 

(91b) French: Il a fait ses devoirs. 

[He has-3SG-PRES-IND done-PAST-PART his homework.] 

(91c) German: Er hat seine Hausaufgaben gemacht. 

[He has-3SG his homework done-PAST-PART.] 

(91d) Russian: On sdelal svoju domašnjuju rabotu. 

[He-NOM done-PERF his home work-ACC.] 

(constructed by the author)     

 

As seen in (90a-c) and (91a-c), the auxiliaries in all the languages express a perfect tense. It is 

also noticeable that English, French and German display semantically equivalent 

constructions. In Russian, as we know, there is no longer this kind of perfect construction, 

which Old East Slavic used to have. Instead, a simple past is used, which is the sole past tense 

of the Russian language.   

 

Light verbs: Although often confused with auxiliary verbs, the main difference is that light 

verbs are not tense indicators like the auxiliaries; neither do they indicate moods or voices. A 

light verb has no semantic content on its own and is usually connected to a noun or another 

verb (Sinclair 2017: 503-505). It has also been called a delexical verb because the verb’s 

lexical meaning no longer has relevance, since it is the noun that comes after it that decides 

the meaning of the sentence (Sinclair 2017: 503-505). Take sentences like I took a bath or She 

takes drugs where the word take does not reflect its lexical meaning of physically holding or 

removing an object, but is used as a predicate to convey the meaning of someone bathing or 
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consuming drugs. Once again examples from English, French and German are presented, 

where the light verb is a variant of HAVE (92a-c), followed by a Russian translation (92d).   

 

(92a) English: We had a slow and boring conversation. 

(92b) French: Nous avons eu une conversation lente et ennuyeuse. 

[We had-1P-PL-PRES-IND had-PAST-PART a conversation slow and boring.] 

(92c) German: Wir hatten ein langsames und langweiliges Gespräch. 

[We had-SP-PAST a slow and boring conversation.] 

(92d) Russian: U nas byl medlennyj i skučnyj razgovor.  

[At us-GEN was-PAST slow and boring conversation-NOM.] 

(constructed by the author) 

 

The difference between auxiliary and light verbs becomes even more apparent when both are 

used in the same sentence and where both are the same verb, like in the following examples, 

which I have created, where both verbs in question are versions of HAVE: 

 

(93a) English: Have you ever had sex? 

(93b) French: Avez-vous déjà eu des relations sexuelles? 

[Have-2PL-PRES-IND-you already had-PAST-PART DET relations sexual?] 

(93c) German: Haben Sie schon mal Sex gehabt? 

[Have-2P you ever PTCL sex had-INF?]  

(93d) Russian: Vy kodga-nibud’ zanimalis’ seksom? 

[You-NOM ever did-PAST sex-INST?] 

(constructed by the author) 

 

 

4.3.3.1   Auxiliary verbs in the Corpus  

 

In the entire RuN-corpus there are only three cases of imet’ being used as an auxiliary verb. 

What is peculiar about this construction is that it is not limited to one author, but three, 

Tolstoj, Belyj and Ilf & Petrov, with the two former appearing in period 2. What is more 
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peculiar is the way in which the three cases are used. Below are all three examples presented. 

 

 

(94a) Russian: Za neskol’ko nedel’ pred ètim Levin pisal bratu, čto po prodaže toj malen’koj 

časti, kotoraja ostavalas’ u nix nedelennuju v dome, brat imel polučit’ teper’ svoju dolju, 

okolo dvux tysjač rublej. 

[For few weeks-GEN before this-INST Levin-NOM wrote brother-DAT, that on selling-DAT 

that little part-GEN, that-NOM remained at them-GEN in house-LOC, brother had-PAST 

received-INF now his share-ACC, around two thousand rubles-GEN.] 

Anna Karenina (Tolstoj, 1878) 

 

(94b) English: A few weeks before, Konstantin Levin had written to his brother that through 

the sale of the small part of the property, that had remained undivided, there was a sum of 

about two thousand rubles to come to him as his share. 

Translation: Constance Garnett, 1901. 

 

(94c) French: Quelques semaines auparavant, Constantin Lévine avait écrit à son frère pour 

l’informer qu’après la vente de la petite portion de terre restée indivise entre eux, il aurait à 

lui remettre sa part, soit à peu près deux mille roubles. 

[Some weeks beforehand, Konstantin Levin have-3SG-IMP-IND written-PAST-PART to his 

brother for him=inform-INF that after the sale of the little portion of land stay-PAST-PART-

FEM undivided between them, he have-3SG-COND to him[brother] put-back-INF his share, 

in other words to little near two thousand rubles.] 

Translation: J. Wladimir Bienstock, 1896.      

 

In (94a) imet’ is somewhat similar to a past perfect in English, with the exception that English 

has a past participle where Russian has an infinitive. Usually, in Modern Standard Russian, a 

past tensed verb in the perfective aspect would have been used, and no auxiliary verb is 

needed.   

 

Both Garnett and Bienstock took some creative liberties with their translations, which are 

syntactically far from the original text, e.g. both make the brother an indirect object instead of 
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the subject in the sentence. I have decided to construct my own translations, a French and an 

English one, that align more syntactically with the original Russian version. 

 

(95) Russian: …brat imel polučit’ teper’ svoju dolju… 

[…brother had-PAST receive-INF now his share-ACC, GEN…] 

English: …his brother had now received his share…  

French: …son frère avait maintenant reçu sa part... 

[...brother have-3SG-IPF-IND now received-3SG-IMPERF-IND his share…]  

 

As seen in (95), the Russian original comes close to the constructions in both French and 

English, which is presumably evidence that French had a strong influence on Tolstoj’s literary 

language. Example (96) and (98) below shows that auxiliaries were even employed in the 20th 

century.  

 

(96a) Russian: ...v to vremja kak mysl’ obozrevaet tot tip gosudarstvennyx dejatelej, kotorye v 

prostorečii imejut byt’ nazvany kar’eristami… 

[…in that time like thought survey-3SG that type state figures-GEN, that-NOM in colloquial-

language have-3PL be-INF called-PAST-PART-PASS careerists-INST…] 

Petersburg (Belyj, 1913) 

 

(96b) English: …and his thoughts were surveying that type of state functionary who, in 

colloquial usage, is to be called a careerist. 

Translation: Robert A. Maguire, John E. Malmstad, 1978. 

 

(96c) French: ...tandis que sa pensée continuait à analyser ce type d’hommes d’État, que l’on 

appelle couramment les carriéristes. 

[...while that his thought continue-3SG-IMPERF-IND to analyze-INF this type of men of 

state, that=one call-3SG-PRES-IND commonly the careerists.] 

Translation: Jacques Catteau and Georges Nivat, 1967.  

 

While we once again see a French translation that is rather creative, the English one is more 

interesting, because although it lacks HAVE, the sentence more closely aligns with the 
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Russian one, because is in the clause is to be called a careerist, like imejut is used as an 

auxiliary.   

 

Once again, I will construct my own sentences that are more syntactically aligned, even 

another version of the English sentence, just to show that a translation with HAVE is possible.  

 

(97) Russian: …kotorye v prostorečii imejut byt’ nazvany kar’eristami… 

[…that-NOM in colloquial-language have-3PL be-INF called-PAST-PART-PASS careerists-

INST…] 

English: …who in colloquial speech have been called careerists. 

French: …qui, dans un discours familier, ont été appelés carriéristes. 

[...that, in a speech colloquial, have-3PL-PRES-IND be-PAST-PART called-PAST-PART 

careerists…] 

     

While both the English and the French sentences employ HAVE, just like in the original 

Russian example, there is one Russian example where an auxiliary imet’ seems impossible to 

translate into HAVE in English, but not in French. 

 

(98a) Russian: …na 1 maja v 9 č. večera toržestvennyj večer imejuščij byt’ v klube 

kommunal’nikov po cledujuščej programme:… 

[...at 1 may-GEN in 9 o’clock-GEN evening-ACC gala evening-NOM having-PRES-PART-

ACT be-INF in club-LOC along following programme-DAT:..]   

The Twelve Chairs (Ilf & Petrov, 1928) 

 

(98b) English: ...on May 1 at 9 p.m. GALA EVENING at the COMMUNAL SERVICES 

WORKERS CLUB Programme:… 

Translation: John Richardson, 1997. 

 

(98c) French: …1er mai à 9 heures du soir SOIRÉE DE GALA organisée au Club des services 

municipaux. Au programme:  

[...1st may on 9 hours of evening party of gala organized-PAST-PART at club of services 

municipality. In program:]      
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Translation: Alain Préchac, 2005.  

 

In (98b) Richardson simplifies the text by omitting all the verbs, while Préchac chose an 

alternative verb, organiser ‘organize’, which like the Russian imet’ is also a participle, but a 

past one not a present one like in the Russian version. Importantly, the French verb is a lexical 

full verb and therefore very different from the Russian construction. Once again, I chose to 

write alternative versions that syntactically align better with the original (99).     

 

(99) Russian: …na 1 maja v 9 č. večera toržestvennyj večer imejuščij byt’ v klube 

kommunal’nikov po cledujuščej programme:… 

[...at 1 may-GEN in 9 o’clock-GEN evening-ACC gala evening-NOM  having-PRES-PART-

ACT be-INF in club-LOC communal-worker along following program-DAT:..]   

English: ...on May 1st at 9 o’clock in the evening there will be a gala evening in the 

communal workers club with the following program:… 

French: ...le 1er mai à 9 heures du soir, il y aura une soirée de gala au club communal des 

travailleurs avec le programme suivant:… 

[…at 1st May on 9 hours of=the evening, it there have-3SG-FUT an evening of gala in=the 

club communal of=the workers with the program follow-PRES-PART:…]       

 

The French example in (99), just like the Russian, has HAVE in its construction. In this case 

the Russian imejuščij byt’ [having-PRES-PART-ACT be-INF] corresponds to the French il y 

aura [it there have-3SG-FUTURE], except that the French aura is not an auxiliary but a full 

verb and is therefore followed by a noun phrase. Note that the Russian variant does not have 

something that is equal to the French impersonal subject il in the French variant, because 

there are no impersonal subjects in Russian.  

 

The Russian imejuščij is the present active participle form of imet’ while the French aura is 

the third singular future form of avoir. As has been stated above, imet’ does not have a 

perfective partner. If it did, using this form would, at least in principle, have made sense 

because present tense conjugations of perfective verbs express a future action in Russian.  

 

If one were to express the analytic future, the auxiliary byt’ ‘be’ would be used in front of the 
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imperfective verb. budet imet’ [will-3SG have-INF] might be an alternative to imejuščij byt’, 

by switching the order of the two verbs imet’ and byt’, thus explicitly expressing a future 

action. imejuščij is a present tense construction and does not refer to the future. Had it not 

been for the fact that the time of the gala evening was announced earlier in the sentence, it 

could have been interpreted as the gala evening occurring at the time of utterance. 

 

An English equivalent with have is not possible. Here the verb will is a better alternative, 

referring to a future action, since English does not have the simple future and needs an 

auxiliary verb to express future actions. However, I argue that one construction with the verb 

have could work. Let us paraphrase the Russian original into an English translation using the 

third person plural pronoun they as an impersonal one. Then the result we get seems to be 

closer in meaning to the original Russian sentence where HAVE is also a participle. In (100) I 

have illustrated this.  

 

(100) …na 1 maja v 9 č. večera toržestvennyj večer imejuščij byt’ v klube kommunal’nikov po 

cledujuščej programme:… 

[...at 1 may-GEN in 9 o’clock-GEN evening-ACC gala evening-NOM  having-PRES-PART-

ACT be-INF in club-LOC communal-worker along following program-DAT:..]  

...on May 1st at 9 o’clock in the evening they are having a gala evening in the communal 

workers club with the following program:…  

 

In (100) the English HAVE, just like in the Russian example, is a present participle. A BE is 

also present in the sentence, but this time as an auxiliary, while having is a light verb 

connected to the noun gala evening.            

 

 

4.3.3.2   Light verbs  
 

In the RuN-corpus we find eight cases of imet’ being used as a light verb, but exclusively in 

period 1 by Tolstoj and Dostoevskij, six and two times respectively. What is interesting about 

all of these examples is that each case of imet’ is linked to a verb related to communications 

and never to a noun as we have seen examples of in English, French and German. The verbs 
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in question are the following: peregovorit’ ‘discuss’, soobščit’ ‘report’, govorit’ ‘say’ 

(IMPERF), and skazat’ ‘say’ (PERF). The latter, skazat’, is the most often used one, with five 

cases of usage, while the rest have one each. Before looking at some examples of uses of light 

verbs in the corpus, let us look at how English, French, German and Russian (18a-d) would 

express the meaning of ‘having something to say/tell’. 

 

(101a) English: I have something to tell you. 

(101b) French: J'ai quelque chose à te dire. 

[I have-1SG-PRES-IND something to you=tell-INF.] 

(101c) German: Ich habe dir etwas zu sagen. 

[I have-1SG-PRES you-DAT something to tell-INF.] 

(101d) Russian: U meja est’ čto skazat’tebe. 

[At me-GEN is something say-INF you-DAT.] 

(constructed by the author) 

 

The English (101a), French (101b) and German (101c) examples all use the same construction 

of HAVE, i.e. the first person singular present. Note that ‘something’ in these sentences is not 

an object linked to HAVE but to the verb ‘tell/say’. If ‘tell/say’ and ‘something’ were to 

change places in English, we would have gotten a sentence like I have to tell you something in 

which we immediately see that ‘have’ in this case expresses necessity and not execution.  

 

The following two examples are from the two authors Tolstoj and Dostoevskij and show how 

these have been translated into English and French and how they syntactically correspond 

with the Russian original. Unlike what we observed with the auxiliary examples in 4.3.3.1, 

the English and French translations are here more accurately translated. Therefore, I did not 

see any need to come up with alternative translations.  

  

(102a) Russian: On videl teper’ jasno, čto Kaufman i Mičeli ničego he imejut skazat’ emu. 

[He-NOM saw now clearly, that Kaufman-NOM and Micheli-NOM nothing not have-3PL 

say-INF him-DAT.] 

Anna Karenina (Tolstoj, 1878). 
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(102b) English: He saw now distinctly that Kauffmann and Michelli had nothing to tell him. 

Translation: Constance Garnett, 1901. 

 

(102c) French: Il était convaincu désormais que Kaufmann ni Micheli n’avaient rien à lui 

apprendre. 

[He be-3SG-IMP-IND convinced-PAST-PART henceforth that Kaufmann neither Micheli 

not=have-3PL-IMP-IND anything have to him-DAT teach-INF.] 

Translation: J. Wladimir Bienstock, 1896.  

   

Above it is clear that there is a similar construction in all the examples (102a-c), as there is a 

HAVE, referring to Kaufmann and Michelli, followed by the pronoun nothing and the verb 

‘say’/’tell’ in infinitive. The original Russian HAVE is in third person plural present because 

Russian, unlike English, which uses past tense for indirect past speech where the action being 

described occurs simultaneously with the reported utterance, expresses indirect speech in the 

present tense. In the French example of (102c) imperfective indicative is used. 

 

(103a) Russian: Vot uže tretij den’, kak ja, možno skazat’, gonjajus’ za vami, dragocennejščij 

drug moj, imeja peregovorit’ o nainužnejšem dele, a nigde ne vstrečaju vas. 

[There already third day-ACC, like I-NOM, possibly say-INF, pursue-1SG behind you-PL-

INST, precious friend my-NOM, having-GERUND discuss-INF about most-important 

business, but nowhere not meat-1SG you-PL-ACC.] 

Novel in Nine Letters (Dostoevskij, 1847)   

 

(103b) English: For the last two days I have been, I may say, in pursuit of you, my friend, 

having to talk over most urgent business with you, and I cannot come across you anywhere. 

Translation: Constance Garnett, 1900. 

 

(103c) French: Voilà déjà trois jours que je vous poursuis, pourrais-je dire, mon très-cher 

ami, ayant besoin de vous parler pour une importante affaire, et je ne vous trouve nulle part. 

[Here already three days that I you=pursue-1SG-PRES-IND, can-1SG-COND-I tell-INF, my 

dearest friend, having-PRES-PART need of you talk-INF for an important business, and I not 

you=find-1SG-PRES-IND no place.] 
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Translation: É. Halpérine-Kaminsky, 1888.            

 

Both the Russian (103a) and English (103b) versions uses the gerund form of HAVE, while 

French uses a present participle of HAVE. In all versions, HAVE is followed by the tell/say-

verb in its infinitive form.  

 

It is worth noting that the gerund in French can only be formed with the preposition en ‘in’ in 

front of the verb, which is identical in form to the present participle. Therefore, it is easy to 

see why this French participle has been translated into a gerund in Russian.          

 

 

4.3.4   Summary  
 

As seen in Table 18, most of the phrases from Clancy’s profiling have syntactically similar 

constructions in both English and French, although all the phrases vary in frequency over the 

course of the three periods, in which all these constructions are used at least once. Despite the 

fact that over half of the phrases decreased in usage from period 3 to period 1, the overall 

percentage usage of the French phrases in fact doubled, from 17.67% to 37.74% of all corpus 

tokens. This is mostly thanks to the skyrocketing increase of one single phrase, imet’ v vidu, 

from a mere 1.96% in period 1 to a staggering 17.88% in period 2. By this one can conclude 

that the future of imet’ might be one in which imet’ is exclusive used in these phrases 

considering the gradual takeover, where these phrases in period 3 constitute one third of all 

tokens. French influence is also visible in cases where imet’ oddly enough seems to be used as 

auxiliary and light verbs, something that is not part of the standard language. While 

auxiliaries appear pretty infrequently in period 1 and period 2, all the cases of light verbs 

being used occur exclusively in period 1, and are also more frequent, with a larger number of 

uses as well, and seems to be more established in the language at that time than imet’ as an 

auxiliary. Although French translators usually seem to simplify a translation where imet’ is an 

auxiliary, it seems that examples with imet’ as a light verb more or less correspond with 

French translations which also use HAVE as a light verb. 
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5   Conclusion  
 

 

One can conclude that the general consensus in the literature regarding the usage of imet’ in 

Modern Standard Russian has been confirmed, based on the findings in the RuN-Corpus. 

Thus, this thesis does not contradict these preconceived notions. The idea that imet’ has a 

strong presence in the Russian literature of the 18th and 19th centuries due to strong influences 

from French and German as Isačenko claims is also supported by the findings, due to the fact 

that the number of tokens per 10,000 words decreased from period 1 to period 3. This further 

strengthens Isačenko’s claim that Russian in no foreseeable future will turn into an H-

language in the same way the other Slavic languages have done. 

 

Another general point that is confirmed is the fact that imet’ is mainly linked to abstract 

accusative objects. This holds true if Heine’s possessive notions are used as a tool for 

categorization, and we find that over 80% of all tokens fall under the abstract notion category. 

However, it is important to note that the non-abstract notions did not always experienced 

continued decline in usage after period 1; in fact it went up 10% in period 2, before eventually 

dropping almost to the same percentage in period 3 as in period 1, although slightly higher 

than at the starting point of period 1. This shows that increased usage of non-abstracts can 

occur without French influence. Why it is this way is difficult to say, and may need further 

exploration on a larger scale to find out.     

 

We have also seen that imet’ is quite prevalent in phrases and fixed expressions that are 

similar in syntax to French expressions. If we take the phrases that are outlined by Clancy as a 

basis, we see that the percentage of usage increases for each new period, being around one 

sixth of all tokens in period 1, before eventually being around one third in period 3. This 

shows that there might be a future where imet’ is only reserved for these phrases. One can 

even take it a step further by theorizing that only one single phrase will dominate, this phrase 

being imet’ v vidu, judging by its great increase after period 1. imet’ v vidu  alone represents 

around one sixth of all tokens in period 3.  
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While usage of imet’ has always been in decline, we have seen that its reflexive form imet’sja 

has increased in usage. Thus, interestingly, the form of HAVE that has increased in usage in 

Modern Standard Russian is in fact used to express EXISTENCE and not POSSESSION. 

 

With this thesis, I can confirm that Isačenko’s claim that Russian in no foreseeable future will 

become an H-Language holds true.  
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6   Appendix  
 
 
List of All Accusative Objects in the RuN-Corpus 

Adam – ‘Adam’ (name) 

adres ‘address’ 

antipatija ‘antipathy’  

ambicija ‘ambition’ 

aromat ‘aroma’  

avtoritet ‘authority’  

balyčok ‘balyk’ (dim.) 

bašmačok ‘shoe’ (dim.) 

bereg ‘coast’  

bespokojstvo ‘concern’ 

bilet ‘ticket’ 

bog ‘god’ 

bol’še ničego ‘no more’ 

buduščeje (vremja) ‘future’ 

buduščnost’ ‘future’ 

bumažnik ‘wallet’  

čast’ ‘part’ 

cel’ ‘goal’ 

čelovečeskie ‘human’ (adj.)  

cena ‘cost/value’ 

cennost’ ‘value’ 

cennyj ‘valuable’ (adj.) 

cenz ‘grade’ 

čerta ‘trait/feature  

čest’ ‘honor’ 

cet ‘color’  

četyre tysjači ‘four thousands’ 

čin ‘rank’ 

čto ‘that/what’ 

čto-nibud’ ‘something’ (sp.) 

čto-to ‘something’ (unsp.) 

čto-to krasivo ‘something beautiful’ 

čut’jo ‘scent/flair’ 

čuvstvo ‘feeling’ 

dannye ‘data’ 

dar ‘gift’ 

dejatel’nost’ ‘activity’ 

dejstvie ‘action/act’ 

delo ‘business/matter’  

den’gi ‘money’ 

derzost’ ‘baldness/rudeness’  

dobrota ‘kindness’ 

dokazatel’stvo ‘proof/evidence’  

dom ‘house’ 

dostup ‘access’ 

doverie ‘trust/faith’  

drug ‘friend’ 

drugoj ‘other’ (adj.) 

duša ‘soul’  

dux ‘air’ 

dve tysjači pjat’sot ‘two thousand five 

hundred’ 
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dvojka ‘two’ (grade) 

èkipaž ‘carriage’ 

èlegantnost’ ‘elegancy’ 

familija ‘surname’ 

fanaberija ‘arrogance’  

forma ‘form/uniform’  

fizionomija ‘physiognomy’ 

georgija ‘georg’ (order) 

glavnoe ‘important’ 

glubina ‘depth’  

god ‘year’ 

golod ‘hunger/famine’  

golos ‘voice’ 

gore ‘grief/sorrow’  

goreč’ ‘bitterness’  

gran ‘edge/grain’   

granica ‘border’  

grex ‘sin’ 

grustneje ‘sadder’  

ideal ‘ideal’ 

interes ‘interest’  

imenie ‘estate’  

imja ‘name’  

Insarov ‘Insarov’ (name) 

istina ‘truth’  

istočnik ‘source’ 

izbytok ‘surplus’ 

izmerenie ‘measuring’  

izvestie ‘news/information’  

jasnost’ ‘clarity’ 

kačestvo ‘quality’ 

kakoj-nibud’ ‘some’ (unsp) 

kaloša ‘galosh’  

koneč ‘end’ 

kapital ‘capital’ 

kapusta ‘cabbage’  

kartočka ‘card’ (dim.) 

klička ’nickname’  

ključ ‘key’ 

knut ‘whip/knot’ 

koe-čto ‘something’ 

konfeta ‘candy’  

konstitucija ‘constitution’   

komnata ‘room’ 

konnotacija ‘connotation 

kopirajter ‘copywriter’  

koren’ ‘root’ 

koronka ‘crown’  

krep ‘crêpe’ 

kryša ‘roof’ 

kuča ‘heap’  

kura ‘chicken’  

kvartira ‘apartment’ 

kvas ‘kvass’ 

ličnost’ ‘personality’ 

lico ‘face/figure’ 

manera ‘manner’ 

mera ‘measure’ 

mesto ‘place/job/position’  

mestožitel’stvo ‘residence’  

minuta ‘minute’  

mnenie ‘opinion’ 

mnogo ‘many’ 

mnogo občšego ‘much in common’  
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muž ‘husband’ 

mužestvo ‘courage’  

mysl’ ‘thought’ 

nadežda ‘hope’ 

nadobnost’ ‘necessity/need’ 

naklonnost’ ‘inclination’ 

namerenie ‘intention/purpose’ 

narod ‘people’ 

naružnost’ ‘appearance’  

naslednik ‘heir’ 

nazvanie ‘name’ 

nečto ‘something’ 

nedostatok ‘disadvantage’  

neobxodimost’ ‘necessity’  

neostorožnost’ ‘carelessness’  

neprijatnost’ ‘unpleasantness’  

nerv ‘nerve’  

neščastie ‘misfortune’  

neudovol’stvie ‘non-pleasure’  

nezavisimost’ ‘independence’ 

ničego ‘nothing’ 

ničego obščego ‘nothing in common’ 

ničego podobnogo  ‘nothing like that’  

ničego poxožego ‘nothing similar’ 

ničego skrytogo ‘nothing secret’  

ničego cvoego ‘nothing of one’s own’ 

ničego vyxodjaščego ‘nothing outgoing’ 

noga ‘leg’ 

nož ‘knife’ 

nrav ‘disposition/temper’  

nravstvennost’ ‘morality’ 

nužda ’need’ 

objasnenie ‘explanation’  

ob“ekt ‘object’ 

obem ‘volume/capacity’  

obligacija ‘bond’ (in finance) 

obraz ‘image/form/shape’ 

obrazovanie ‘education’ 

obyčaj ‘custom/usage’ 

obyknovenie ‘habit’ 

oglaska 'publicity’  

ogorod ‘kitchen garden’ 

okraska ‘coloring/painting’  

on ‘he’ 

opora ‘support’  

opravdanie ‘justification’  

oproverženie ‘denial’  

opyt ‘experiance’ 

oreol ‘halo’ 

organizacija ‘organization’  

oščuščenie ‘feeling/sensation’ 

osnova ‘basis’ 

osnovanie ‘foundation/basis’ 

otnošenie ‘relationship/connection’ 

ottenok ‘nuance/shade’  

otvraščenie ‘disgust’ 

oxota ‘hunt’ 

pasport ‘passport’  

parovoz ‘steam locomotive’  

perepiska ‘correspondence’  

pereponka ‘membrane’ 

pis’mo ‘letter’ 

pistolet ‘pistol’ 

plan ‘plan’ 
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plemjannik ‘nephew’ 

pobeditel’nyj ‘victorious’ (adj.) 

počva ‘soil/ground’ 

podobie ‘similarity’  

podozrenie ‘suspicion’  

pokoj ‘rest/peace’ 

poldominka ‘half a house’ (dim.) 

položenie ‘position’  

pomeščenie ‘room’  

pomoščnik ‘helper’ 

ponjatie ‘concept’ 

porjadok ‘order/in order’ 

poručenie ’commission’  

posledneje ‘last’ 

posledstvie ‘consequence’ 

potrebnost’ ‘necessity’  

povod ‘reason’  

praktika ‘practice’ 

pravo ‘right’ 

pravosudie ‘justice’ 

predčuvstvie ‘presentiment’ 

predlog ‘excuse/preposition’  

predstavlenie ‘presentation’   

prelest’ ‘charm’  

pretenzija ‘claim/pretention’ 

prevosxodstvo ‘superiority’  

predel ‘limit’ 

predok ‘ancestor’  

predmet ‘subject’  

pričina ‘excuse’ 

priem ‘gathering’ 

priključenie ‘adventure’  

priobščenie ‘communion’  

privjazannost’ ‘attachment’ 

privkus ‘after-taste’  

privyčka ‘habit’ 

priznak ‘sign’   

prizvanie ‘vocation/mission’  

profknižnik ‘union book’ 

prošloje (vremja) ‘past’ 

prodolženie ‘continuation’  

professor ‘professor’ 

prostota ‘simplicity’ 

prostor ‘vastness/scope’ 

provod ‘wire’ 

protiv ‘against’ 

rabota ‘work’ 

raskajanie ‘repentance’ 

rassuždenie ‘reasoning’  

ravnyj ‘equal’ (adj.) 

razgovor ‘conversation’ 

razgovorčik ‘conversation’ (dim.)  

razmer ‘size’  

razvitie ‘development’   

rebenok ‘child’ 

reputacija ‘reputation’ 

residencija ‘residence’  

rodnoj ‘native/family’ (adj.)  

rodstvennik ‘realtive’ 

roman ‘romance/novel’ 

romančik ‘romance’ (dim.) 

rubaška ‘shirt’ 

rubl’ ‘rubel’ 

ruž’e ’gun’  
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šag ‘footstep’  

šans ‘chance’ 

samoje lučšeje ‘the very best’ 

samoljubie ‘self-respect/pride’ 

šar ‘circle’ 

šarik ‘balloon’ 

ščegol’stvo ‘lavishness’  

scena ‘scene/stage’ 

ščepetil’nost’ ‘scrupulousness’ 

semejstvo ‘family’ 

sem’ja ‘family’ 

serdce ‘heart’ 

sigara ‘cigar’ 

sila ‘force’ 

simpatija ‘sympathy’  

šiš ‘fig sign’ 

sistema ‘system’  

sklonnost’ ‘inclination/bent’ 

škola ‘school’ 

slabost’ ‘weakness’  

šljapa ‘hat’ 

sloj ‘layer’ 

slovo ‘word’ 

slučaj ‘case/chance’ 

služanka ‘housemaid/servant’ 

služba ‘work’  

smysl ‘meaning’ 

snast’ ‘rope’ 

snisxoždenie ‘condescension’ 

snošenie ‘intercourse/dealings’ 

sobranie ‘meeting’  

sobstvennost’ ‘property/ownership  

sočetanie ‘combination’ 

soderžanie ‘contents/maintenance’  

sogljadataj ‘spy’ 

somnenie ‘doubt’  

soobraženie ‘consideration’  

soobščenie ‘message’ 

sostojanie ‘condition’   

sovečšanie ‘conference/meeting’  

soveršenstvo ‘perfection’ 

sovest’ ‘conscience’  

special’nost’ ‘specialty’ 

spokojstvie ‘calm/calmness’  

sposobnost’ ‘ability/capacity’   

sredstvo ‘mean/way’  

stol’ ‘table’ 

strast’ ‘passion’ 

stul ‘chair’ 

styd ‘shame’ 

šuba ‘fur coat’ 

suprug ‘spouse’ (husband)  

suždenie ‘judgement’  

svedenie ‘information’ 

svidanie ‘date/meeting’ 

svjaz’ ‘network/connection’ 

svoboda ‘freedom’ 

svojstvo ‘property’ 

syn ‘son’ 

takt ‘tact’   

tajna ‘secret’ 

takoj ‘such’ 

talant ‘talent’ 

telegramma ‘telegram’  
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teorija ‘theory’  

terpenie ‘patience’ 

tjažest’ ‘weight/load’  

tradicija ‘tradition’  

trebovanie ‘demand/request 

ubeždenie ‘belief’ 

učastie ‘participation’  

udovol’stvie ‘pleasure’ 

umen’šenie ‘decrease’  

uspex ‘success’ 

uvaženie ‘respect’  

uxa ‘ukha’ 

važnost’ ‘importance’ 

vera ‘faith’ 

verovanie ‘belief’ 

vešč’ ‘thing’ 

vek ‘century’  

ves ‘weight’ 

vid ‘sight/view’  

videnie ‘vision/sight’ 

vidimost’ ‘visibility’   

vkus ‘taste’ 

vlast’ ‘power/authority/rule’ 

vlijanie ‘influence’  

volja ‘will/volition’ 

voploščenie ‘incarnation’ 

vopros ‘question’  

vospitanie ‘upbringing/breeding’  

vozmožnost’ ’opportunity’  

vpečatlenie ‘impression’ 

vremja ‘time’ 

vsjo ‘all’ 

vstreča ‘meeting’ 

vygoda ‘advantage’  

vyraženie ‘expression’ 

vxod ‘entrance’  

vy ‘you’ (pl.) 

vzgljad ‘look/glance’ 

xarakter ‘character’ 

xarči ‘food’ 

xleb ‘bread’ 

xoždenie ’circulation’  

začšita ‘defense’ 

zagadočneje ‘more mysterious’ 

zakon ‘law’  

zanjatie ‘occupation/work’ 

zapas ‘stock/supply’  

zapax ‘scent’ 

zavedenie ‘institution/habit’ 

želanie ‘wish’  

zemlja ‘earth’ 

žena ‘wife’ 

žest ‘gesture’  

žitel’stvo ‘residence’  

žizn’ ‘life’ 

zlo ‘evil/harm’ 

značenie ‘meaning’  

značitel’nost’ ‘importance’ 

znak ‘sign’ 

znakomstvo ‘acquaintance’  

znakomyj ‘an acquaintance’ 

znanie ‘knowledge’ 

zub ‘tooth’
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